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Ken's Comment 

 

 We thank all of our customers for their ongoing 

business with us. We enjoy working with you. 

 At Lines ‘n Curves, we take pride in the quality of 

service and dedication we provide to our customers. With 

this years catalog, we have expanded our product lists to 

include sections on archival and preservative supplies. As 

always, if there is anything you would like, give us a call 

on the phone or email us with your list and we would be 

glad to work with distributors and negotiate with the man-

ufacturers to secure the items you need.  

 Lines ‘n Curves has now expanded our business 

line to include archival and conservative products. We’ve 

worked with BFB Sales and ArchivalProducts.ca to pro-

vide these products to you. 

 With the new addition of archival and preservative 

supplies we have taken on a new employee to further as-

sist with answering calls and emails. Aaron is more than 

happy to assist you in any way. We both look forward to 

working along with you in the years to come. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Ken Coyne 
 

 

2013 Copyright Lines ‘n Curves 

*Cover graphic from Microsoft Windows Media Elements 
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Adhesives 

For dry mount tissue and supplies please call our order 

desk for pricing. 

 

   
Bondfast Glue    

For wood, paper, leather, cardboard; Non toxic, non-

flammable latex adhesive.  

  150 ml...........................................$4.45 

   400 ml..........................................$9.00 

   800 ml........................................$18.25 

 

UHU Contact Cement  

Powerful, convenient and easy to use. Bonds quickly. 

Spread a thin even layer of cement on each surface, wait 

until cement dries to the touch then press the pieces to-

gether. Use on a wide variety of materials 

#99115  20gm ..................................$5.95 

 

Instant Krazy Glue 

No mixing no mess. Provides a strong instant bond on 

such materials as plastics, metal, rubber, glass and ce-

ramics One drop per square inch does it. 

BOR10100  2 ml. tube ..........................$4.50 

 

 

 

Rubber Cement 

 

Best Test Two Coat 

 Quarts. ............... $23.50 

 

Best Test One Coat 

 Quarts  ............... $25.50 

 

 
Rubber Cement Pick-Ups ................... $3.25 
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         
 

Rubber Cement Thinner 

 Quarts  .........................................$21.50 

 

   
Spraymount 

A clear one surface adhesive that provides a tape like 

bond which allows for repositioning. A must  

for commercial art. 

#6065  16oz. ................................ $22.95 

 

Super 77 

 

The original aerosol adhesive for art and dis-

play work. Bonds both porous and non porous 

materials. Dries quickly and forms a perma-

nent bond. 

 

  16oz ................................ $19.50 

 

Photomount 

 

A multipurpose adhesive that permanently bonds a variety 

of materials quickly and easily. 

 

#6094  11oz. ................................ $26.95 

 
 

Double Sided Tapes 

 

 
3M #465 Adhesive Transfer Tape 

 

A high tack adhesive coated on a easy release liner. Used 

for mounting, P.O.P displays, posters, photographs etc. 

 

 12 mm (1/2") x 50m .................... $16.95 

 18 mm (3/4") x 50m .................... $21.50 

 25 mm    (1") x 50m .................... $25.95 

 50 mm    (2") x 50m .................... $53.50 

 

#950 Perm. Adhesive Transfer Tape 

 

A high tack double sided adhesive tape that sticks to just 

about anything it touches. Excellent for paper and plastic. 

Other sizes available 

 1/4" x 60 yds ............................... $13.95 

 1/2" x 60 yds ............................... $23.50 

 3/4" x 60 yds ............................... $34.95 

     1" x 60 yds .............................. $45.50 

     2" x 60 yds .............................. $87.50 

     4" x 60 yds ............................ $164.50 
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3M #924 Adhesive Transfer Tape 

 
A double sided tape for permanent mounting, splicing and 

holding applications. Bonds instantly without messy 

cleanup. Won't dry out or deteriorate with age. Smooth , 

easy-to- remove tape liner. Can be used by hand or with 

the ATG 700 tape gun. 

 12 mm (1/2")x36yds. .....................$8.50 

 18 mm (3/4")x36yds. .....................$9.50 

 

TD200 Adhesive Transfer Tape 

A double sided tape on a 1" core. This tape can be used by 

hand or with the Cellux tape gun. 

 12 mm (1/2")x33m ........................$6.50 

 18 mm (3/4")x33m ........................$8.50 

 

Scapa Adhesive Transfer Tape  

A high tack adhesive on a Brown easy release liner. Ex-

cellent adhesion to paper, most plastic films, metal foils 

etc. 

 6     mm (1/4")x50 m .....................$7.95 

 10   mm (3/8")x50m ......................$8.95 

 12   mm (1/2")x50m ......................$9.50 

 18   mm (3/4")x50m ....................$11.95 

 25   mm    (1")x50m ....................$15.95 

 38   mm (1.5")x50m ....................$19.95 

 50   mm    (2")x50m ....................$35.95 

 100 mm   (4")x50m .....................$64.50 

 200 mm   (8")x50m ...................$120.50 

 300 mm (12")x50m ...................$182.50 

 

 

3M #665 Tape 

This transparent tape is coated with permanent adhesive 

on both sides. It has no liner and easy to dispense. 

#665 1/4"x36yds. ...................................$9.85 

#665 1/2"x36yds. .................................$14.50 

#665 3/4"x36yds. .................................$17.95 

 

 
Double Sided Foam Tape (3/4” wide) 

A high density polyurethane foam tape with adhesive on 

both sides. It is strong yet flexible and is used in all kinds 

of applications including rough or uneven surfaces. 

3/4" x 1/16"thick x 36yds ........................$23.50 

 

 

 

Double Sided Film Tape  

A good quality tape that consists of a thin double coated 

film on an easy release silicone type liner. High initial 

adhesion to most materials. For general purpose holding, 

splicing and mounting.   

SCAPA #4405 

 12 mm (1/2")x33m ........................ $8.50 

 18 mm (3/4")x33m ........................ $9.95 

 25 mm   (1")x33m ....................... $11.95 

 

Single Sided Tapes 

 

3M #600 Scotch Cellulose Tape    

                       
An economical tape with a shinny finish for general use. 

Provides excellent adhesion to a variety of surfaces. Non 

yellowing, moisture resistant. Refill roll. on a 1" core 

 12 mm (1/2") x 33m ...................... $3.95 

 18 mm (3/4") x 33m ...................... $4.95 

 

 
 
3M #810 "Magic" Mending Tape 

A premium permanent mending tape. Virtually invisible 

on paper. It can be written on with pen or pencil.  Refill 

rolls.  1" core  

 12mm (1/2") x 33m  ...................... $5.30 

 18mm (3/4") x 33m ....................... $4.25        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3M #811 Removable "Magic" Tape 

Features same self stick adhesive as post-it notes. Holds 

securely yet can easily be removed or repositioned. It can 

be written on with pen or pencil. Refill roll on a 1" core. 

 12 mm (1/2") x 33m ...................... $5.35 

 18 mm (3/4") x 33m ...................... $6.25 
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Highland Clear Tape 

A general use transparent tape. For mending sealing and 

holding. This tape can be used by hand or in a desk dis-

penser. Refill roll on a 1" core 

500S 12mm(1/2")x33m ..........................$1.55 

500S 18mm(3/4")x33m ..........................$1.85 

 

Highland Permanent Mending Tape 

A tape that's invisible when applied. It can be written on 

with pen or pencil Resists yellowing, cracking and mois-

ture. For mending, splicing and many other permanent 

applications. Refill - 1" core. 

6200SP 1/2" x 33m .........................$2.85 

6200SP 3/4" x 33m .........................$3.60   

 

Clothe Tape  

Used as reinforcement for book spines or can be used as a 

hinge to tape together mounting/illustration boards for 

presentation, displays etc. available in Black or White. On 

a 3" core 

 1" x 55 yds ...................................$10.50 

 2" x 55 yds. ..................................$13.95 

 

 

 

 

 

Packaging Tape 

Clear, strong general purpose Polypropylene for box seal-

ing. Can be used by hand or with a tape gun. 

 2" x 100 yds ...................................$2.40 

 3" x 100 yds ...................................$2.95 

 

White Paper Tape   

 

Scapa Tape, the tape most often de-

manded by graphic artists. It holds 

tight when needed and peels off clean 

when you're finished. 

 

 1/2" x 55yds. .................................$8.25 

 3/4" x 55yds. .................................$9.50 

    1" x 55yds. ................................$10.50 

    2" x 55yds. ................................$17.95 

 

Black Masking Tape 

A completely opaque, black crepe paper tape. Perfect for 

blocking out defects, unwanted images on negatives, 

cropping materials, mounting transparencies. 

 12mm (1/2")x55m .........................$4.25 

 18mm (3/4")x55m .........................$5.25 

 25mm    (1")x55m ........................ $7.95 

 48mm    (2")x55m .........................$8.95 

 

 

 

 

 

Masking Tape 

                  
The most commonly used tapes in the studio, drafting 

room, home or office. Providing a firm hold on virtually 

any surface yet releases cleanly. 

 1/2"x55m ............................ $1.50 

 3/4"x55m ............................ $1.80 

     1"x55m ............................ $2.15 

     2"x55m ............................ $6.25 

 

                   
Glue Dots 

Safe non toxic, no mess, faster than hot glue and cleaner 

than liquid adhesives. Leaves no sticky residue. These 

clear pressure sensitive adhesive dots are packaged on a 

roll in a convenient sturdy dispenser box. Ideal for pack-

aging, direct mail and sales promotions. Glue dots adhere 

to paper, plastic, glass, styrofoam, wood, teflon, foil and 

more. The glue dot comes in a profile of 1/2" diameter 

and 5-6 mils thick. Available in high tack, medium tack 

and low tack. 

4000 Dots per roll.................................. $110.00 

 

 

Want to try glue dots? Ask for a free sample. 

 

    

Sticky Dot Stamper 

 

No more hard to apply peel and stick 

dots. This stamper applies thin dots 

quickly and accurately. Then it auto-

matically advances to the next dot. It 

holds 500 acid free, photo safe, 3/8” 

permanent adhesive dots. 

 

EPIE7960 Stamper with dots .................. $18.95 

EPIE7961 Refill of 500 dots ..................... $9.25 

 
Mediatac 

A pressure sensitive adhesive on both sides of a 0.5 mil 

polyester film carrier, backed by a moisture stable release 

liner. Mediatac is suited for high volume mounting of 

prints to smooth porous substrates such as foamboard, 

cardboard, gator foam and tempered hardboard.   

 25 1/2" x164' ............................. $275.00 

 38" x 328' .................................. $815.00 

 51" x 328' .................................. $950.00 
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Xyron Finishing Machine 

 
This system can handle all of your adhesive application 

needs. Forget the threat of inhaling adhesive sprays. No 

more smell or mess from spray adhesive, rubber cement 

or wax. This easy to use system instantly applies adhesive 

without heat or electricity. The unique drop in cartridge 

makes it fast and efficient to get started on a project. It is 

available in two widths (12" and 25") and the cartridges 

are available with one of the following materials includ-

ing lamination! 

 Repositionable adhesive 

 Permanent adhesive 

 Double sided lamination 

 One side laminate, one side permanent adhesive 

 One side laminate,  one repositionable adhesive 

The XYRON system can also handle all of your lamination 

needs in addition to adhesive applications with the same 

unique drop-in cartridge system. This is a must have 

product for presentations, comps, mock-ups, p.o.p. dis-

plays, photo mounting or packaging.   

 

Xyron Pro 1255 

    12” system  ................................$495.00 

Adhesive rolls 

    AT1251-100 perm  ......................$94.00 

 AT1256-100 repos.....................$108.75 

Laminate rolls 

 DL1251-150 2 sided ....................$94.00 

 LAT1251-100 1 side laminate  

        and 1 side permanent. .........$103.25 

    LAT1256-100 1 side laminate and 

        1 side repositionable ...........$114.50 

     
Xyron Pro 2500 

 25” system ............................... $1650.00 

Adhesive rolls 

 AT400-300 Perm .......................$329.00  

 AT406-170 Repos. ....................$352.00 

Laminate rolls 

 DL403-300 2 sided lam. ............$243.95 

 LAT405-300 1 side laminate, 

       and 1 side permanent ...........$377.75 

 LAT409-170 1 side laminate, 

        and 1 side repositionable ....$425.50 

Velcro Fastening System 
The ideal hanging solution for posters, artwork, charts 

etc. Available in hook and loop; black or white with an 

adhesive back 

Velcro rolls 

. 1/2" x 25 yds. .............................. $53.00  

 5/8" x 25 yds. .............................. $53.00 

 3/4" x 25 yds ............................... $53.00 

       1" x 25 yds. .............................. $61.50 

      2" x 25 yds. ............................ $119.50 

Velcro Dots/Coins 

 1/2"x1440 dots ............................ $73.00 

 5/8"x1352 dots ............................ $73.00 

 3/4"x1028 dots ............................ $73.00 

 

 

Tape Dispensers 

 

 
3M ATG 700 Tape Gun 

The easier way to apply adhesive transfer tape precisely 

where you want it. Fast convenient one trigger operation. 

In one quick motion the ATG gun automatically removes 

the liner from the tape and applies only the adhesive, The 

extended application roller provides greater control, 

makes it easy to see where the tape is being applied. Ac-

cepts 1/2" and 3/4" in 33 yds. rolls.  

ATG 700  ......................................... $74.95 

 

  
C15 Tape Dispenser 

Takes a 1" core with tape up to 1" wide. Weighted base. 

Black   ........................................... $7.45 

 

We service XYRON systems! 
Cutting blades dull? We replace parts. 

Sticky parts? We provide cleaning services to get you 

adhering again.  
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C22 Tape Dispenser    

Heavy duty plastic construction. Dispenses film-backed 

and paper tapes quickly and efficiently. Handles one or 

more types of tape with a total width of up to 2”. Max roll 

diameter is 5 ¾”. Non-skid base. 

Beige   .......................................$125.00 

 

 
C23 Tape Dispenser 

A heavy duty plastic tape dispenser with serrated blade 

and rubber base; takes a 3" core and tape up to 1" wide  

 Beige  .........................................$74.50 

 
C38 Tape Dispenser 

Takes a 1" core with tape up to 1" wide. 

 Beige, Black ..................................$4.95 

 

C40 Tape Dispenser   

Takes a 1" core with  tape up to 1" wide 

 Black  .........................................$14.95 

 

Combo Tape Dispenser  

Heavy  duty 1" and 3" combo core. 

Accepts tape up to 3/4" wide.  

 #25 Black ....................................$29.50 

 
Twin Roll Steel Desktop Tape Dispenser 

Holds a single roll up to 2" wide or 2 rolls of 1" wide on a 

3" core. Weighted, with a rubber lined base for stability.  

 EX 227 ........................................$47.95 

 
3M Dual Tape Dispenser  

Made of impact resistant plastic and holds one 3/4” and 

one ½” roll with attached cores.  

MMMC602  ......................................... $17.95 

 

 
High Quality Steel Desktop Dispenser  
Holds a single roll up to 1" wide on a 3" core. Weighted , 

with a rubber lined base for stability.  

EX 117   ......................................... $35.50 

  
Steel Desktop Tape Dispenser 

Holds up to a 2" wide  roll of tape on a 3" core. The base 

is weighted and is rubber lined for stability.  

EX 217   ......................................... $45.00 

   
Multi-roll Tape Dispenser 

All steel construction, made for the every day grind of the 

production studio. Holds a single roll up to 3" or 2- 3 

rolls up to 1" wide on a 3" core. 

EX337   ......................................... $65.00 

 

Packaging Tape Gun 

 
This pistol grip dispenser holds 2" wide packaging tape 

on a 3" core. Features an adjustable tension brake. 

SPR 01750  ......................................... $10.50 
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Archival Quality Products 
Archiving, Conservation and 

Preservation 
 

In January 2012, Ken Coyne extended his company to 

handle your archival solution needs after assuming the 

products and customer lists from BFB Sales. With this 

expansion to Lines 'n Curves, we'll be your Canadian 

source for archival quality materials, preservation 

supplies, conservation tools and equipment, storage 

furniture, and display cabinets.  

 

Archival Adhesives  
Adhesives for a wide variety of art, framing and repair. 

Wheat and rice starch have been used by conservators and 

artists for centuries. Methyl cellulose is used for paper re-

pair, hinging, and bookbinding. Neutral pH adhesive is 

used for bookbinding, collage or other art.  

 

Wheat and Rice Starch Ad-

hesives 

Both wheat and rice starch 

adhesives are highly purified 

grade of the starch used for 

traditional museum mounting 

or artistic creations. Both re-

quire cooking. Although wheat 

starch is most commonly used 

and rice starch  

has been called stronger, no conclusive research has been 

offered to distinguish between the two. Use whichever 

seems best for you 

 

Wheat Starch 

 L615-1002   2 oz ..................................$7.95 

 L615-1008  8 oz ................................$15.25 

Rice Starch 

 L615-1502  2 oz ..................................$7.95 

 L615-1508   8 oz ................................$15.25 

 

Methyl Cellulose 

When dissolved in water methyl cellulose 

powder produces a liquid adhesive which 

is neutral pH, nontoxic, vermin proof, 

does not decompose, and dries clear. Eas-

ily reversed with cold water. Use for re-

pair, bookbinding, art construction and 

hinging. 

 793-1001  1-1/2 oz ............................$9.50 

 
 

Microwave instructions for cooking wheat and rice starch: 

Add one part starch powder to six parts water. Stir to mix 

completely. Cook in microwave at medium high setting for 10 

seconds. Remove and stir. Repeat cook/stir cycles until paste 

thickens and becomes translucent. Cover and let stand 
 

 

White Neutral pH Adhesive 

Neutral pH adhesive is used 

for artistic creations such as 

collages, adhering mats, ob-

jects within a frame and 

bookbinding. It is not rec-

ommended for attaching 

hinges to art. This PVA for-

mula is pH neutral, has ex-

cellent lay flat properties, 

good open time and is quick setting. It will not become 

brittle with age and is remoistenable with water. 

 901-1007  4 oz .................................. $5.75 

 901-1008   8 oz .................................. $9.25 

 901-1032   Quart ............................. $30.50 

 901-1128   Gallon ............................ $68.95 

 411-1000   Dispenser pump ............ $14.95 

  

Museum Gel 

 

Crystal clear museum gel is the 

first clear invisible temporary 

adhesive for securing your most 

prized decorative collections. 

The gel takes about 30 to 60 

minutes to be effective. Recom-

mended for use on impenetrable 

objects such as glass, crystal, 

porcelain, formica, tile and pol-

ished granite. 

 

 085-3311  4 oz ................................ $27.95 

 

Archival Bookbinding Supplies & Tools  

Our line of bookbinding products includes a comprehen-

sive line of unique tools, accessories, and supplies that are 

used throughout the world by bookbinding professionals 

and enthusiasts. We also carry book cleaning and repair 

tools that can be used to repair and stabilize art when eco-

nomics or other factors do not warrant treatment by a 

trained conservator.  

Examples of bookbinding supplies: Glue brushes, bone 

folders, bone scorers, awls, micro spatula, bookbinder 

needles, binding material, silk headbands, binder board, 

beeswax, hinging & finishing tapes, padding compound, 

bone clasps and screw posts.  

 

Glue Brushes 

 
Designed for bookbinding and adhesive applications, the 

dense natural bristles load and carry lots of glue and 

spread glue evenly over large surfaces. Metal free con-

struction will not rust.. 

 870-890   1/2” .................................. $6.95 

 870-891   3/4” .................................. $7.95 
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Bone Folder 

 

These genuine cattle bone folders are 

used for making creases or folds on tapes 

and papers without causing the paper to 

become shiny. One end pointed, one 

rounded 

 

 870-900B  Small   5-1/2” x 3/4” ......$6.95 

 870-901B  Large   8” x 1”  ............$12.95 

  

Bone Scorer 

 

Makes n excellent crease in paper or 

a line without using pencil. Genuine 

cattle bone. 

 

 870-905B   4-7/8” ...............................$7.25 

  

Light Duty Awl 

 

A light duty awl adequate for many bookbinding projects. 

The fine point produces holes properly sized for sewing. 

 

 870-888  .................................................$7.50 

 

Medium Duty Awl 

Made of stainless steel 

and featuring a beautifully designed curved handle, this 

awl combines excellent control and good punching force. 

 870-889  ...............................................$15.95 

 

Heavy Duty Awl 

 

The contoured handle allows for control and a 

strong grip. The fine point produces holes 

properly sized for sewing. 

  

 870-884    ............................................ $17.95 

 

Extra Heavy Duty Awl 

 

A wooden ball handle fits the hand com-

fortably for heavy duty punching while 

providing good control. 

 

  

 870-885    .............................................$15.95 

  

Micro-Spatula 

 

This spatula is wonderful for applying 

paste to small areas and other delicate 

binding and repair tasks. The springy 

ends enable precise control and the 

polished stainless steal cleans easily 

 

 870-003    ...............................................$8.95 

Binding Materials  
 

Thread 

Strong genuine Irish linen thread. 

For hand sewing. Expands with 

moisture to prevent tears in the paper. 

 

 402-0050   50 yrds ............................. $9.95 

  

Tape 

Genuine linen tape is closely woven for strength. 3/8” 

width accommodates most popular size books. 
  

 870-6563   60” ................................ $11.95 

 

Super 

Fine open weave cotton gives good adhesive penetration 

to unite signatures while leaving the backbone flexible. 
 

 870-1021  18” x 30” ......................... $9.95 

                 870-3630  30” x 36” ...................... $14.50 
 

Bookbinder’s Needles 

Sized to accommodate the sturdy 

bookbinding threads, these needles 

have a length that is easy to han-

dle and a slightly blunted point to 

reduce paper snags. 

 

 870-887    Qty 5  .............................. $7.75 

 870-8863  Qty 10  .......................... $11.95 

 

Silk Headbands 

 

 

 

 

 

Attractive finishing touch for bound books 

 870-2020   6” Black .......................... $4.95 

 870-2021   6” White .......................... $4.95 

 870-2022    6” Red ............................. $4.95 

 

Acid-Free Binders Board 

This strong acid-free board is the choice of binding pro-

fessionals. Unlike cheaper laminated chipboard, this 

dense single ply board is very stable and resists warping. 

The superior density keeps corners and edges from dent-

ing. For books, boxes and slipcases. 

 

Small Sheets – 15” x 20.5” 

 473-4070    70 Pt  4 Shts............... $13.95 

 473-4080   80 Pt  4 Shts............... $17.50 

 473-4100  100 Pt  4 Shts............... $19.95 

 

 Large Sheets – 30” x 41” 

 473-0067   70 Pt  22 Shts........... $184.50 

 473-0082   80 Pt  18 Shts........... $192.50 

 473-0098  100 Pt 15 Shts........... $192.50 
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Beeswax 

 

Genuine beeswax to lubricate thread and 

prevent tangles. 

  

 987-1000   1 oz. .................................$6.95 

  

Padding Compound 

 

Make pads or a book signature 

easily. Brush the compound onto 

the spine of paper. Dries to pro-

vide a flexible bond. Available in 

a translucent white. 

 

 411-2442  12 oz.  ............................$18.50 

411-244A  Quart  .............................$23.50 

 

Bone Clasps 

 

A traditional oriental closure for 

books or boxes can be used to add 

the finishing touch to your creative 

project. Genuine bone. Available 

in packages of 3. 

 

 870-BC12  1/2”    ...............................$2.95 

 870-BC14  1-1/4”  ..............................$4.50 

 

Screw Posts 

 

Our screw posts and extensions are 

just the thing for creating albums, 

journals and homemade books. 

Available in packages of three. 

  

 870-2050  1/2”  .................................$2.95 

 870-2052  1”  ....................................$3.75 

870-2050  2”   ...................................$5.95 

 870-2055  1/2”   extension ................$5.95 

 

 

Quick Bind Tape – White gummed tape for making 

quick books 

 

Two pieces of gummed tape are sewn 

together with the adhesive facing 

outward. The pamphlet is attached to 

one side, the covers are attached to 

the other to form a book. 

 

 739-1202   2” x 36”  ..........................$9.50 

  

Three Basic Book Repair Procedures 

Instructions for carrying out three basic cost-effective 

procedures for repairing hardcover volumes 

 

 144-0002    .............................................$3.95 

Weights 

Beautifully crafted weights give framers an extra hand to 

apply pressure to hinges, repairs or other applications. 

 

Steel Shot 

 

 

 

 

 

 898-0441    4” x 4-1/2” x 1-1/2”  5 lb... $112.00 

 

Sealed Brick 

 

 

 

 

 898-0050     8-1/2” x 4-1/2” x 2”  5 lb.. $105.00 

 

Fabric Weight Bags 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 969-1101    1-1/4” x 4-1/2”   0.5 lb .......... $9.95 

 969-1201    1-1/2” x 6”             1 lb ........ $11.95 

 

Document Cleaning Pad & Powder 

 

This product is recommended 

for cleaning dusty or dirty pa-

per items. These pads contain 

soft, grit free powder that ab-

sorbs and cleans surface dirt 

from paper. 

 

 782-1004     2” x 4-3/4” Cleaning Pad ..... $6.95 

 533-2024     2 lb can of powder  ............. $19.95 

 

pH Testing Pen 

 

An easy, convenient method for distinguish-

ing between safe alkaline paper and board, 

and unsafe acidic paper and board. Easy to 

use, simply draw a line. The chlorophenol 

red indicator solution will turn a purple 

colour on any paper with a safe pH of 6-8 

or higher. Any other colour would indicate 

a material most unsuitable for conservation 

purposes. 

 

 L533-0023   ............................................ $6.95 
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Framing & Artist Tapes for Mounting & 

Hinging  
Superior tapes and adhesives. All paper, fabric and adhe-

sives that are used in the manufacture of the products are 

acid-free and carefully controlled to assure archival qual-

ity. You can select from water reversible tapes, Japanese 

papers, starch adhesives, and self-adhesive tapes.  

 

For Originals and Limited Editions 

 Water Reversible Tapes 
 

Hayaku Gummed Japanese Hinging Paper 

 

Make instant Japanese hinges easily. 

Hayaku Japanese mulberry paper gives a 

thin yet strong and supple hinge. The pH 

neutral paper and adhesive assures long 

term quality. 

 

 533-0752   1" x 100’ ........................$21.50 

  

Gummed Paper Tape 

 

Good for general hinging. The acid-free, 

lignin-free, buffered paper will support most 

artwork. Fast setting neutral pH adhesive. 

 

 533-0751   1" x 130’ ........................$13.50 

  

Gummed Linen Hinging Tape 

 

Great for heavy water-colours or collages. 

The 65/55 thread count, acid free fabric 

gives plenty of strength. The high tack neu-

tral pH adhesive sets fast and lays flat. 

 

 L533-1025    1" x 30’ .........................$12.45 

 L533-1050   1" x 150’ .......................$26.95 

 L533-1010  1" x 300’ .......................$51.00 

 L533-1520   1-1/2" x 300’ .................$66.00 

 L533-2020   2" x 300’ .......................$83.95 

   533-3020  3" x 300’ .......................$99.65 

 

For Casual Hinging – Self Adhesive Tapes 

 
Self-Adhesive Linen Hinging Tape 

 

A favourite for hinging window mats to 

backboard or attaching art. The very fine 

Lenin cloth is flexible yet strong. The neutral 

pH acrylic adhesive gains strength over-

night. 

 L533-1055   White    1-1/4" x 150’ ....$48.13 

 L533-1056   Black    1-1/4" x 150’ ....$52.00 

 L533-1015   White    1-1/4" x 35’ ......$16.78 

 L533-1016  Black    1-1/4" x 35’ ......$19.67 

 L533-1017   White    3/4" x 50’ .........$29.25 

Abaca.sa Paper Hinging Tape – For digital Art 

 

Abaca.sa Self-adhesive hinging tape 

incorporates the strength and supple 

nature of Abaca paper (manila hemp), 

along with a very strong acrylic adhe-

sive that is permanent and non-

yellowing. Gummed tapes are risky to 

use with Giclee inkjet prints because of their water sensi-

tivity. In these cases a self-adhesive tape is a much safer 

alternative. Abaca.sa is strong enough to hold large digi-

tal prints and supple enough to hold large digital prints 

without distorting. Abaca paper is acid free, biodegrada-

ble, and comes from self sustainable plant. 

 

 533-0754   7/8" x 150’ .................... $21.85 

 

Self-Adhesive Hinging Tissue 

 

Here is the solution for mounting 

papayrus or thin papers where a 

hinge will show. The very thin, long 

fibered paper virtually disappears 

when applied, the neutral pH acrylic 

adhesive won’t turn yellow with age. 

 

 L533-0125   1" x 35’.......................... $18.95 

 L533-0126   1" x 98’.......................... $32.50 

 

For Priceless Originals – Japanese Papers 

and Starch Adhesive 
 

Japanese Paper Assortment 

 

A genuine Japanese paper as-

sortment for a wide range of ap-

plications. Mulberry for heavier 

works, kizukishi for medium 

weight and Tosa Tengujo for the 

light application. All are long fi-

bre and very strong. Assortment 

includes one 5” x 7” sheet of 

each. 

 

 628-2402   ............................................ $11.95 

Museum Mounting Kit  

 – Original Japanese Paper & Wheat Starch 

 

Everything you need to make 

traditional museum quality 

mounts.  Wheat starch adhesive, 

medium weight mulberry paper, 

blotters, polyester separators, 

mat hinging tape and instruc-

tions. 

  

L533-2000   Kit ................................. $26.95 
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Book Repair Transparent Mending and 

Document Repair 
 

Transparent Mending Tissue 

 

This very thin and ex-

tremely transparent pres-

sure sensitive archival 

mending tissue is non-

yellowing, removable 

with solvents, and has a 

neutral pH. To use, dis-

pense a length of the tissue, place over the tear and bur-

nish with a bone folder. 

 

 L533-0017  1/2” x 50’ .......................$10.75 

 

Document Repair Tape 

 

Same as the transparent 

Mending tissue but 1” 

wide for larger repairs. It 

is a favourite of both con-

servators and collectors. 

Easy to use, just place over 

tear and burnish with bone folder. 

  

 901-0198   1” x 35’ ..........................$12.37 

 533-0198   1” x 98’ ..........................$23.87 

 

 

Book Repair Tape 

 

Both the 1” and 2” tapes provide 

quick, safe repairs or stabilization 

for torn art, books or documents. 

They use a strong, very thin, acid 

free tissue coated with neutral pH adhesive. When ap-

plied, the tape virtually disappears to give an unobtrusive 

and safe repair. While the repair is permanent, the tape 

may be removed with mineral spirits if desired. 

  

 533-0124  1” x 36”  ..........................$6.75 

 533-2024 2” x 48”  ..........................$6.95 

 

 

Spine Repair tape 

 

Self-adhesive, 2”- wide cloth tape for 

attaching torn book covers. 

 

 550-1505  2” x 45’     Black ............$21.50 

 550-1506 2” x 45’    White ............$21.50 

 

 

 

 

 

Cloth Hinging/Finishing Tapes 

 

Use for joining the edges of boxes, adding a finishing 

touch to the edges of boards or hinging album pages. 

These self-adhesive tapes are attractive and easy to use. 

The satin tapes have a low lustre finish in three colours. 

The woven tape has a matte black finish in several widths. 

 

 Linen Hinging Tape  

 L533-1016    1-1/4” x 35’ Black ....... $19.67 

 L533-1017    3/4 x 50’  Black ....... $29.50 

 L533-1056   1-1/4” x 150’  Black ....... $52.00 

 

Satin Cloth Tape 

 533-1082  1” x 36’  Black ....... $16.16 

 533-1083  1” x 36’  White ...... $16.16 

 533-1084  1” x 36’  Ivory ....... $16.16 

 

Tyvek Frame Backing Paper 

 

A unique frame backing material that is acid-free and 

contains no damaging chemicals that can affect framed 

artwork. Tyvek is easily cut and worked like traditional 

paper frame backing materials, yet is puncture and mois-

ture resistant, and won’t attract insects. Available in 

white. 

 

 613-0039   36" x 210’ .................... $238.75 

 

Frame Backer Paper 

 

Use this attractive gray paper to 

add value and differentiate your 

museum quality framing jobs. This 

acid-free buffered paper won’t 

harm the art and won’t puncture 

like everyday brown or black kraft 

paper. Moderate porosity allows the frame package to 

breath. The standard 40 lb. weight paper cuts and handles 

easily. Available in gray 

 

 613-0037   36" x 300’ .................... $111.00 

 613-1272   12" x 72” ....................... $11.95 

 613-1672   16" x 72” ....................... $12.50 

 613-2072   20" x 72” ....................... $12.95 

 613-2472   24" x 72” ....................... $13.50 

 

 

 

 

 

Hinging Tips: 

 Tear, don’t cut, hinges to leave a feathered edge 

 Match the hinge strength to the art being mounted. 

The hinge should tear before the art 

 All hinges should be attached to the back of the art 

 Wait for gummed adhesives to absorb the water 

before application 
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Frame Sealing Tapes  
In-frame protection. Frame backer, frame sealing and rab-

bet anti-stick tapes safeguard the artwork inside the frame.  

 

 

Self- Adhesive Frame Sealing Tape 

Frame sealing tape seals off raw wood 

rabbets and fillets to protect the art and 

stop acid migration. An acid-free, lignin-

free buffered paper is laminated to a thin 

aluminium barrier layer and coated with 

an aggressive, acrylic adhesive that bonds 

firmly to raw wood. The aluminium pro-

vides a barrier that stops acid migra-

tion and meets the FACTS standard 

for maximum preservation framing. 

Colours available are blue/gray and 

white. 

  

 L387-0151  Blue/gray  1-1/4" x 85’ ..... $14.52 

 387-0155  Blue/gray 1-1/4" x 500’ ... $69.50 

 L387-0156  Blue/gray 3-1/2" x 85’ ..... $38.95 

 L387-0156F  Blue/gray 3-1/2" x 500’ . $169.50 

 L387-0152  White  1-1/4" x 85’ ..... $14.50 

 387-0154    White    1-1/4" x 500’ ... $69.50 

 

Tyvek Tape 

 

This pressure sensitive white polyethylene Tyvek tape dis-

plays incredible tenacity, even under the most rigorous of 

circumstances. Uses include hinging mats, binding folder 

spines, performing book repairs to battered books, as well 

as a variety of other uses. The pressure sensitive acrylic-

adhesive eliminates the sticky mess associated with 

moistenable adhesive backed Tyvek tapes around valuable 

art work. 

 804-0150   1" x 150’ ........................$19.95 

 804-1550   1-1/2" x 150’ ..................$24.95 

 804-2250   2-1/4" x 150’ ..................$41.50 

 

Self-Adhesive I-Film Frame Sealing Tape 

 

Polyethylene is imbedded with a corro-

sion intercept Technology copper matrix 

and coated with strong acrylic adhesive. 

The corrosion intercept matrix stops ac-

id, corrosive  gases and retards mildew 

and mold. I-Film is flexible, strong and 

puncture-resistant for easy applica-

tion. Strong adhesive sticks to raw 

wood. Use I-Film for sealing raw 

wood fillets. Rabbets, frame backs and 

frame packages to protect from acid 

migration, corrosive gasses, mildew 

and mold. 

 

 034-2000   1-1/4" x 85’ ................... $23.50 

 

Self-Adhesive Volara Foam Rabbet Tape 

Line frame rabbets to provide 

padding and a slippery sur-

face to protect canvas trans-

fers, digital art and oils from 

sticking to the wood rabbet. 

Volara is an acid free, closed 

cell, inert polyethylene foam 

coated with a stable acrylic 

adhesive. 

 018-1436   1/4" x 108’ .................... $23.95 

 

 

Leather Preservatives/Restorers 
 

Fredelka Formula 

Fredelka is a unique product which 

has been thoroughly tested and prov-

en to give outstanding results on fine 

leather bindings. Easily applied, this 

cream penetrates deeply into leather 

to produce a scuff resistant surface 

with a rich patina to rejuvenate, re-

store and preserve. Chemically neu-

tral with defensive buffers to guard 

against external pollutants. Fredelka Formula will not 

leave an oily or sticky finish on books. 

 532-0875   8 oz. ............................... $39.95 

 

Cellugel 

 

When applied to powdery leather 

(leather with red-rot), Cellugel is ab-

sorbed throughout the entire thickness 

of the leather and dries within 

minutes. After it is dry, the  

dust no longer comes off the leather. 

Cellugel does not darken, discolour 

or leave a film on the surface of the 

leather. 

 

 993-0116   16 oz. ............................. $38.95 

 

Old Master Leather Conditioner 

 

This leather conditioner will pre-

serve and protect bookbinding 

leathers in a natural organic way. 

It contains pure natural oils that 

also prevent mold and mildew and 

discourages the presence of in-

sects. Old master contains abso-

lutely no waxes or chemicals. 

 

 232-1995   6 oz ................................ $39.95 
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Bookcloth 
These clothes are made from fine quality rayon fabric and 

are backed with a pH neutral (acid-free) paper that works 

well with PVA adhesive. Bookbinders will enjoy working 

with these book cloths. 

 

  

Media (CD) Protection  
These units are made with corrosion avoidance technolo-

gy that increases the lifespan of your CDs/DVDs from 20 

to 40+ years. Ozone and reactive oxygen can cause the 

metal layer of CDs/DVDs to break down and oxidize, 

making them unreadable. The technology used with these 

products protects against this failure. The unique design of 

the CD preservers provides full visibility of the label side 

of the disc while also protecting the data side. Products 

include flap pockets, pockets with adhesive backing, jewel 

case inserts, multiple disc binder pages, and albums.  

 

Angle Flap Pockets 

 

Featuring corrosion intercept technol-

ogy. One side made of smooth Corro-

sion Intercept material and the other 

side is clear 4.5 mil polyethylene. The 

flap is scored for easy tucking insdie. It 

can accommodate CD’s, DVS’s, Zip 

discs or booklets up to 5-3/8 x 5. Over-

all size is 5-1/2 wide, 5-1/4 high/ Flap 

is 1” high. Sold in packages of 10 

 

 416-5555  ...............................................$6.95 

 

 

 

Pockets with Adhesive Backing 

 

This little CD pocket 

has the advantage of 

corrosion intercept 

technology to ac-

tively protect at the 

metal layer of your disks from corro-

sive gases in the air which can lead to data loss. CD’s, 

DVD’s, computer software and photo discs will all benefit 

from the properties of corrosion intercept. A full adhesive 

backing allows you to conveniently attach the pocket to 

just about anything, including backing books, brochures, 

photo albums, catalogs, etc. Each pocket measures 5-1/2 x 

5-1/4 with one side corrosive intercept and the other side 

made from clear, inert polyethylene for easy identification 

of contents. Package of 10. 

 

 416-5355  ............................................... $8.95 

 

Jewel Case Inserts 

 

The ArchivalWare insert fits 

neatly on the bottom section of 

the jewel case around the hub. 

The self-adhesive holds it in 

place and offers protection from 

air-borne pollutants, mold and 

mildew. These inserts will remain active for 40+ years. 

This technology assures your CD/DVD of the maximum 

protection. 

 

 416-1959  Qty 10 ............................. $9.95 

 416-1960  Qty 100 ......................... $66.50 

 

4-CD Pages 

 

These pages will hold 2 CD’s in front 

and 2 in the back. The overall size is 

5-3/4 wide and 10-1/8 high and will 

fit most standard 3 ring albums. 

Package of 5 

 

 416-8004  ............................................... $8.25 

 

8-CD Pages 

 

These pages offer the ultimate in 

preserving your CDs/DVDs. 

Pages are standard 3 ring 

punched with overall size of 11 

wide and 10-1/4 high. Designed 

as part of our archivalware 

Storage system, these pages can 

also be used in the Pema/Dur 

Albums. Package of 5. 

416-8008  .................................................. $10.95 

 

    Length      Package 

                 Superior Cloth  

220-4021 Black 17” x 26” 6   .....  $49.50 

220-4087 Linen 17” x 38” 6   .....  $49.50 

220-4088 White 17” x 38” 6   .....  $49.50 

220-4089 Gray 17” x 38” 6   .....  $49.50 

220-4091 Green 17” x 38” 6   .....  $49.50 

220-4092 Blue 17” x 38” 6   .....  $49.50 

220-4090 Red 17” x 38” 6   .....  $49.50 

                 Japanese Cloth  

220-4071 Rich Red 19.5” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4072 Blue/gray 18” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4073 Purple 19.5” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4074 Olive 19.5” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4075 Black/Brown 19.5” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4084 Butterscotch 20” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4085 White Moire 20” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

220-4086 Aqua 18.5” x 36” 3   .....  $79.50 

                  Leather Sheet  

220-4081 Gloss Black 17” x 19” 3   .....  $49.50 

220-4082 Gloss Brown 17” x 19” 3   .....  $49.50 

220-4083 Mattte Black 17” x 19” 3   .....  $49.50 
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Photo/DVD Page With Literature Pocket 

A 7-1/2 by 5-1/8 upper pocket holds  

standard DVD literature or photo CD in-

dex print while the 5-1/4 and 5-1/8 houses 

the corresponding disc. Pages fit in stand-

ard 3 ring binder. Overall page size is 9-

1/4 by 11-3/8. Package of 5. 
  

 416-1458  .............................................$10.95 
 

Perma/Dur CD/DVD Albums 

Available in 2 sizes to accommodate either the 4-CD or 

the 8 CD pages, this album is made with sturdy acid free 

binder board which is covered with Black F Grade library 

Buckram Bookcloth. 1” slanted D-Rings will accommo-

date 10 pages. The 4-CD album is 11-5/8 high and 7-1/2 

wide. 8 CD album measures 11-5/8 by 13 wide. 

 463-D4BK  4/Pg (12h x 7.5 w) .........$59.95 

 463-D8BK   8/Pg (12h x 13 w) ..........$67.95 
 

8-CD Page Storage System 

This package includes a sturdy 1-1/2” D ring album and a 

matching slipcase for easy stacking and protection. Max-

imum capacity is 15 pages (120 CDs) per album. Overall 

size is 11-1/4” high x 11-7/8” wide. 

 416-8111  Black ..............................$35.50 
 

Herbarium Supplies 
 

Herbarium Mounting Paper 

This is a 100% rag, acid free and lignin free mounting 

paper. It is off white with a slightly textured surface and is 

available in 5 different thicknesses. These sheets are 11 

½” x 16 ½” and the grain direction is parallel to the long 

direction to ensure ease of handling. Unbuffered is avail-

able in the heavyweight and xx-heavyweight only. 100 

sheets per package. 

 

Herbarium Specimen Sheet Protectors 
These sheet protectors provide a safe secure environment 

that keeps out dust, dirt, and fingerprints while separating 

one specimen from another. They are made from a 3mil 

polypropylene that is sealed on 2 sides which helps to 

keep loose plant particles together with the specimen. 25 

per pack.  

 1 5 

416-9277  ..................    $63.95  $54.00 
 

Archival Quality Genus Covers 

These single scored covers are made from acid free, lignin 

free light tan board with a 3% calcium carbonate buffer to 

repel migrant acidity. The covers are 16-5/8” x 24” 

opened and fold to 16-5/8” x 12”. 100 per pack.  
 

 1 5 

170-1012  ..................    $125.50  $112.95 

Species Folders 

This archival species folder is made from an acid free, 

buffered 80 lb pale cream paper. The size is 16 1/2” x 23 

1/8” and folds to 16 1/2” x 11 9/16”. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Clear presentation & Storage Enclosures for 

Photos, Art, Prints  
We sell many types of clear archival plastic storage and 

presentation enclosures. All are made from the finest qual-

ity archival polyester or polypropylene to provide excel-

lent visibility and protection for photos, art and docu-

ments.  
 

Photo/Art Bags 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An economical reusable archival storage alternative. 

Photo/Art Bags are manufactured with archival grade 2 

mil polypropylene. The resealable adhesive flap allows 

repeated easy access to the contents, seals out dust and 

dirt. The polypropylene offers good protection from fin-

gerprints and skin oils while showing the contents. 

 

 Size Package  

902-0406 4" x 6”     100   ........  $19.50 

533-0507 5" x 7”     10   ............  $6.95 

533-0507B 5" x 7”     100   ........  $21.50 

533-8100 8" x 10”     10   ............  $9.50 

902-8100 8" x 10”     50   ..........  $19.50 

533-8511 8-1/2" x 11”      10   .........  $10.95 

902-5875 8-1/2" x 11”      50   .........  $21.50 

902-0875 8-1/2" x 11”      100   .......  $48.50 

902-0925 8-1/2" x 11”      100   .......  $51.00 

533-1114 9" x 12”      10   .........  $11.50 

902-1114 11" x 14”      50   .........  $26.50 

533-1114B 11" x 14”      100   .......  $44.00 

902-0117 11-1/2" x 17”      50   .........  $37.50 

902-0137 13-1/2" x 19”      50   .........  $37.50 

902-1418 14" x 18”      50   .........  $32.00 

533-1721 16" x 20”      10   .........  $19.95 

902-1620 16" x 20”      50   .........  $36.00 

533-1721B 16" x 20”      100   .......  $93.50 

902-1722 17" x 20”      25   .........  $25.95 

902-1824 18" x 24”      25   .........  $28.50 

902-2228 22" x 28”      25   .........  $53.95 

902-2434 24" x 36”      25   .........  $55.50 

 

       1                5 
170-1116L-A Lt. Wt. $52.00 $44.20 
170-1116S-A Std. Wt. $52.10 $46.75 
170-1116H-A Hvy. Wt. $71.00 $60.35 
1701116HU-A Hy. Wt. Unbuf $69.95 $59.41 
170-1116T XX Hvy Wt Unbuff $92.50 $78.61 

 1 5 

678-1611  ..................    $73.00  $60.95 
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Print Sleeves – Digital and Traditional 

Protect preserve and present your 

images; for inkjet, laser and all 

photographic prints.  

Archival print sleeves protect 

prints from moisture, fingerprints, 

scratching, dirt and harmful air-

borne pollutants. Sleeves are made 

of ultra-clear, acid free and pvc 

free polypropylene and allow for 

easy viewing. Sleeves help prevent costly reprints due to 

damage, fading or excessive handling. Protect your prints 

the way professional photographers do for long term 

storage. Packages of 25 

 

 Clear, open with easy locking side flap 

 AW14433-25  3-1/2" x 5”  ................$7.95 

 AW14103-25  4" x 5” ........................$9.95 

 AW14463-25  4" x 6” ........................$7.95 

 AW14303-25  5" x 7” ........................$9.50 

 AW14503-25  8" x 10” ....................$13.95 

 AW14604-25  8-1/2" x 11” .............$16.50 

 AW14609-25  8" x 12” ....................$16.95 

 AW14606-25  8-1/2" x 12” .............$16.95 

 AW14610-25  8-1/4" x 11.75”.........$16.95 

 AW14703-25  11" x 14” ..................$22.50 

 AW14612-25  11-1/4” x 16.5” ........$24.95 

 AW14614-25  11" x 17” ..................$26.50 

 AW14616-25  13" x 19” ..................$32.50 

  

 Clear, Two sides sealed 

 AW14431-25  3-1/2" x 5”  ................$7.95 

 AW14101-25  4" x 5” ........................$7.95 

 AW14461-25  4" x 6” ........................$8.25 

 AW14301-25  5" x 7” ......................$10.50 

 AW14501-25  8" x 10” ....................$14.95 

 AW14605-25  8-1/2" x 11” .............$16.50 

 AW14608-25  8" x 12” ....................$16.50 

 AW14607-25  8-1/2" x 12” .............$17.95 

AW14611-25  8-1/4" x 11-3/4” .......$17.95 

 AW14701-25  11" x 14” ..................$22.50 

 AW14613-25  11-3/4” x 16-1/2” .....$24.50 

 AW14615-25  11" x 17” ..................$26.50 

 AW14617-25  13" x 19” ..................$32.95 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Sealing Polyester L-Velopes 

 

L-Velopes are manufactured from ar-

chival quality crystal clear polyester.  

L-Velopes support their contents and 

protect them from stress, dirt. finger-

prints and atmospheric pollutants. 

Two adjacent sides open so artwork 

slides safely into place. Flaps fold 

over and make a non-adhesive seal. 

The process is easily reversible, leav-

ing the artwork in it’s original, pris-

tine condition and the L-Velope ready to reuse. 

Package of 5 

 

 L738   8" x 10” ......................... $21.95 

 L738  8-1/2" x 11” ................... $21.95 

 L738   8-1/4" x 11-3/4” ............ $22.00 

 L738   11" x 14” ....................... $24.50 

 L738   11-1/2" x 16-1/2” .......... $27.00 

 L738   11" x 17” ....................... $27.00 

 L738   13” x 19” ....................... $32.00 

 L738   16" x 20” ....................... $39.95 

 L738   17" x 22” ....................... $48.00 

 L738   18" x 24” ....................... $49.95 

 L738   20" x 24” ....................... $75.95 

 L738   23" x 30” ..................... $109.50 

 L738   24" x 36” ..................... $132.50 

 

Artist Trading Card 

                           
 

Frame includes: 

 10 Frames 

 10 Sleeves 

 40 Self stick squares (2 strips). 

The size available is 3-7/8” x 4-7/8” 

 670-1005   White ............................. $10.50 

 670-1005   Ivory .............................. $10.50 

 670-1005   Black ............................. $10.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to check out page 25 of this catalog for your 

photo and film storage pages. Ideal for protecting both the 

print copy and negatives in one spot. 
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Easel Backs  
These easel backs are a favourite with art material, craft, 

hobby, scrapbook, and photo retailers. Also a must for 

hosting events or doing table displays. Easels are self-

adhesive and come in sizes from 3" to 36". We also have 

sign boards and easel pads.  

 

 

Single Wing Self-Stick Easels 

These easels are attractive, sturdy, and easy to use. Appli-

cation is fast and easy. Simply peel and stick… No messy 

glue. Sold in packages of 25 

 White 

 

 
 

 L328-1233   3” .....................................$8.50 

 L328-1234   5” ...................................$10.95 

 L328-1230   7” ...................................$11.95 

 L328-1231   9” ...................................$16.25 

 L328-1232   12” .................................$17.95 

 L328-1235  15” .................................$24.50 

  

Black 

 328-3333   3” ...................................$10.50 

 328-3334   5” ...................................$11.95 

 328-3330   7” ...................................$12.50 

 328-3331   9” ...................................$17.00 

 328-3332   12” .................................$18.50 

 328-3335   15” .................................$30.00 

 

Packages of 5 

 Black 

 328-3303   3” .....................................$2.95 

 328-3305   5” .....................................$3.25 

 328-3307    7” .....................................$4.25 

 328-3309   9” .....................................$4.75 

 328-3312   12” ...................................$5.50 

 

 

 
 

 

Double Wing Self-Stick Easels 

 

Easy to use and sturdy like their 

single wing cousin. The double 

wing construction gives in-

creased stability to tall and 

heavy items. (25/package) 

 White 

 L328-1236    7” .................................. $14.95 

 L328-1237    9” .................................. $18.50 

 L328-1238     12” ................................ $23.25 

 L328-1239     15” ................................ $44.50 

 

Single Wing Grey Easels – Glue on 

Strong, economical and dependable, these 75 pt. chip 

board easels are a proven solution when looks are not 

critical. Bulk packed in carton quantities as marked. Ad-

hesive must be added. 

 L328-1318S    18”  Qty 125 .............. $98.00 

 L328-1324S    24”  Qty 75 .............. $189.00 

 L328-1330S    30”  Qty 25 .............. $101.50 

 

Double Wing Grey Easels 

 

For big jobs where stability is crucial these double wing 

75 pt. chip board easels are the answer in carton quanti-

ties. Bulk packed in carton quantities as marked. Adhesive 

must be added. 

 L328-2315D    15”  Qty 100 ........... $125.50 

 L328-2318D    18”  Qty 75 ............. $110.00 

 L328-2324D    24”  Qty 50 ............. $189.50 

 L328-2336     36”  Qty 25 ............. $158.00 

 

Sign Board 

100 White, 24 point board 

 328-3015   8-1/2” x 11” .................. $39.00 
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Job Jackets  
Available in polypropylene and vinyl, job jackets are the 

most versatile envelopes used today. Job jackets are used 

to protect and store work orders, inventory cards, MSDS 

sheets, SOPs, production schedules, project folders and 

more.  

 
 

 

 

 

Polypropylene Job Jackets 

Package of 25. Holds up to 9” x 12” 
 

 Short Side open 

 S5209121   Green .......$105.00 

 S5209122    Blue .........$105.00 

 S5209123   Yellow .....$105.00 

 S5209124   Red ...........$105.00 

 S5209127   Black ........$105.00 
 

Long Side open – Holds up to 12” x 9” 

 S5212091   Green .......$105.00 

 S5212092   Blue ..........$105.00 

 S5212093   Yellow .....$105.00 

 S5212094   Red ...........$105.00 

 S5212097   Black ........$105.00 
 

 Short Side open - Holds up to 12” x 15” 

 S5212151   Green .......$155.00 

 S5212152   Blue ..........$155.00 

 S5212153   Yellow .....$155.00 

 S5212154   Red ...........$155.00 

 S5212157   Black ........$155.00 
 

 Short Side open - Holds up to 13” x 19” 

 S5213191   11” x 17”  Green .......$189.00 

 S5213192   12” x 18”  Blue ..........$189.00 

 S5213193   3” x 19”  Yellow .....$189.00 

 S5213194    Red ..........$189.00 

 S5213197    Black ........$189.00 
  

 Long Side open - Holds up to 18” x 12” 

 S5218121    Green .......$156.00 

 S5218122    Blue ..........$156.00 

 S5218123    Yellow .....$156.00 

 S5218124    Red ...........$156.00 

 S5218127    Black ........$156.00 

 

 

 

Vinyl Job Jackets 

Package of 25. 
 

 Long Side open - Holds up to 9” x 6” 

 S4809061   9” x 6”  Green ......... $89.00 

 S4809062   Blue ........... $89.00 

 S4809063   Yellow ....... $89.00 

 S4809064   Red ............ $89.00 

 S4809067    Black ......... $89.00 
 

Short Side open - Holds up to 9” x 12” 

 S4809121   8” x 10”  Green ....... $121.00 

 S4809122  8-1/2” x 11” Blue ........ $121.00 

 S4809123  9” x 12”  Yellow ..... $121.00 

 S4809124    Red .......... $121.00 

 S4809127    Black ....... $121.00 
 

Long Side open - Holds up to 12” x 9” 

 S4812091   8” x 10”  Green ....... $115.00 

 S4812092   8-1/2” x 11” Blue ........ $115.00 

 S4812093   9” x 12”  Yellow ..... $115.00 

 S4812094    Red .......... $115.00 

 S4812097    Black ....... $115.00 

Short Side open - Holds up to 12” x 15” 

 S4812151   11” x 14”    Green ....... $156.00 

 S4812152   12” x 15”  Blue ......... $156.00 

 S4812153   12” x 15”  Yellow ..... $156.00 

 S4812154   12” x 15”  Red .......... $156.00 

 S4812157   12” x 15”  Black ....... $156.00 

 

Stainless Steel Paper Clips 

Protect your documents with these rustproof, strong and 

archivally safe paper clips. 

 497-2000   1-1/4”  Qty 50 .......... $6.50 

 497-2001   1-1/4”  Qty 500 ...... $31.50 

 

Plastiklips 

Attractive plastic paper clips for 

identification, inventory control, 

record keeping, routing and many 

other uses. These clips will not 

mark, rust or tear papers. Availa-

ble in 5 attractive red, blue, green, 

yellow and white. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Length                   Package 

220-4021 Small 1000 .......... $18.50 

220-4087 Medium 500 ...........  $18.50 

220-4088 Large 200 ...........  $18.50 

220-4089 Mixed colours and sizes   ...............  $18.50 
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Mounting & Matting Board 
Our extensive line of archival quality mat and mounting 

boards are offered in 2, 4, 8 ply, in eleven colours and in 

full size or cut size sheets. Buffered or unbuffered, 100% 

cotton fibre or alpha cellulose fibre, the quality of these 

boards meet the highest standard in the industry.  

 

Kensington Buffered 100% Rag, Museum Quality 

Mounting Board in 2, 4, 8 Ply 
 

Manufactured from 100% select cotton fibres, this top 

quality rag board features a 3% calcium carbonate buffer 

to guard against acid migration. The slightly alkaline pH 

level of 8.5 enables it to resist fading, discolouration, and 

embrittlement. It is the standard for museums and galler-

ies. Ideal for both matting and mounting prints, watercol-

ours, etchings, documents and letters. Outstanding sur-

face characteristics and cutting properties. There is no 

finer board at any price. Sold in full packages only. 
 

Full size Sheets – 2 Ply (32” x 40”). Packs of 25 

 700-3242   Pure White ...................$252.00 

 700-4243  Soft White....................$252.00 

 700-3246  Antique White .............$252.00 

 700-3256  Natural .........................$252.00 
 

Full size Sheets – 4 Ply (32” x 40”). Packs of 10 

 700-4244A   Pure White ...................$217.00 

 700-3245A   Soft White....................$217.00 

 700-2343   Natural .........................$217.00 

 

Full size Sheets – 4 Ply (32” x 40”). Packs of 25 

 700-3244  Pure White ...................$455.00 

 700-3245   Soft White....................$455.00 

 700-3247   Antique White .............$455.00 

 700-3258  Natural .........................$455.00 

 700-3243   Ivory ............................$455.00 

 700-3259  Cream ..........................$455.00 

 700-3264  Black ............................$455.00 
 

Full size Sheets – 8 Ply (32” x 40”). Packs of 10 

 700-3279   Soft White....................$495.00 

 700-3289   Natural .........................$495.00 
 

Full size Sheets – 4 Ply (40” x 60”). Packs of 25 

 700-4062   Pure White ...................$895.00 

 700-4063   Soft White....................$895.00 

 700-4064   Antique White .............$895.00 

 700-4073   Black ............................$895.00 

Standard sizes – 2 Ply (8” x 10”). Packs of 25 

 700-0811   Pure White .....................$18.95 

 700-0814   Soft White......................$18.95

 700-0815   Natural ...........................$18.95 
 

Standard sizes – 2 Ply (11” x 14”). Packs of 25 

 700-1115   Pure White .....................$49.00 

 700-1118   Soft White......................$49.00 

 700-1119   Natural ...........................$49.00 
 

 

 

 

Standard sizes – 2 Ply (14” x 18”). Packs of 25 

 700-1419   Pure White .................... $64.50 

 700-1422   Soft White ..................... $64.50 

 700-1423   Natural .......................... $64.50 
 

Standard sizes – 2 Ply (16” x 20”). Packs of 25 

 700-1621   Pure White .................... $78.00 

 700-1624   Soft White ..................... $78.00 

 700-1625   Natural .......................... $78.00 
 

Standard sizes – 2 Ply (20” x 24”). Packs of 25  

 700-2225   Pure White .................. $149.00 

 700-2228   Soft White ................... $149.00 

 700-2229   Natural ........................ $149.00 
 

Standard sizes – 2 Ply (22” x 28”). Packs of 25 

 700-2292   Pure White .................. $199.00 

 700-2230   Soft White ................... $199.00 

 700-2232   Natural ........................ $199.00 
 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (8” x 10”). Packs of 25 

 700-0812   Ivory .............................. $34.50 

700-0813   Pure White .................... $34.50 

 700-8041   Soft White ..................... $34.50 

 700-8051   Natural .......................... $34.50 

 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (10” x 14”). Packs of 25 

 700-1116   Ivory ........................... $99.00 

 700-1117   Pure White .................. $99.00 

 700-1120   Soft White .................. $99.00 

 700-1121   Natural ........................ $99.00 

700-1117BK   Black .......................... $99.00 
 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (14” x 17”). Packs of 25 

 700-1714   Ivory ......................... $122.00 

 700-1715   Pure White ................ $122.00 

 700-1716   Soft White ................ $122.00 

 700-1717   Natural ...................... $122.00 
 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (14” x 18”). Packs of 25  

 700-1420    Ivory ......................... $127.00 

 700-1421    Pure White ................ $127.00 

 700-1424    Soft White ................ $127.00 

 700-1425    Natural ...................... $127.00 

 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (16” x 20”). Packs of 25 

700-1622    Ivory ......................... $151.00 

 700-1623    Pure White ................ $151.00 

 700-6142    Soft White ................ $151.00 

 700-6152    Natural ...................... $151.00 

 700-6142BK  Black ........................ $151.00 
 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (20” x 24”). Packs of 25 

 700-2226    Ivory ......................... $299.00 

 700-2227    Pure White ................ $299.00 

 700-2272    Soft White ................ $299.00 

 700-2273    Natural ...................... $299.00 
 

Standard sizes – 4 Ply (22” x 28”). Packs of 25 

 700-2233    Ivory ......................... $395.00 

 700-2234    Pure White ................ $395.00 

 700-2235    Soft White ................ $395.00 

 700-2236    Natural ...................... $395.00 
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Kensington Unbuffered 100% Rag White Museum 

Quality Mounting Board in 4 Ply 

 

Photo Mounting Board of the highest quality 100% rag fi-

bres without the addition of calcium carbonate. Recom-

mended for use with black and white photos and those 

which are chromogenic, albumen or die transfer prints. 

Additionally, textiles such as silk or wool require an un-

buffered board. 
 

 701-4111   11” x 14”  Qty 10 .....$45.00 

 701-7141   14” x 17”  Qty 10 .....$55.00 

 701-8141   14” x 18”  Qty 10 .....$58.00 

 701-0261   16” x 20”  Qty 10 .....$69.50 

 701-4202   20” x 24”  Qty 10 ...$110.00 

 701-8222   22” x 28”  Qty 10 ...$179.00 

 701-3240A 32” x 40”  Qty 10 ...$238.00 

 701-4060   40” x 60”  Qty 25 ...$789.00 

 

Edinborough Archival Conservation Mounting Board 

This superior quality, purified high alpha cellulose mount-

ing board is buffered with 3% calcium carbonate for an 

alkaline reserve and will resist fading, discolouration and 

embrittlement for years to come. Manufactured to museum 

quality standards, this mounting board has a smooth vel-

lum surface quality and excellent cutting characteristics. 

Moderately priced and available in both 2 ply and 4 ply 

board. Available in packages of 25. 

 

Full Size sheets – 2 ply (32” x 40”) 

 714-2324   Soft white ....................$147.50 

 

Full Size sheets – 4 ply (32” x 40”) 

 714-3243   Pure white ....................$283.50 

 714-4324   Soft white ....................$283.50 

 714-3244   Antique white ..............$283.50 

 

Full Size sheets – 4 ply (40” x 60”) 

 714-4060   Soft white ....................$540.50 

 714-4066   Antique white ..............$540.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 2 ply (8” x 10”) 

 714-2810   Soft white ......................$13.75 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (8” x 10”) 

 714-4809   Pure white ......................$22.50 

 714-4810   Soft white ......................$22.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (11” x 14”) 

 714-4113   Pure white ......................$65.50 

 714-4114   Soft white ......................$65.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 2 ply (14” x 17”) 

 714-1417   Soft white ......................$45.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (14” x 17”) 

 714-4416   Pure white ......................$80.00 

 714-4417   Soft white ......................$80.00 

 

Standard Sizes – 2 ply (14” x 18”) 

 714-1518   Soft white ...................... $45.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (14” x 18”) 

 714-4517   Pure white ..................... $80.00 

 714-4518   Soft white ...................... $80.00 

 

Standard Sizes – 2 ply (16” x 20”) 

 714-2161   Pure white ..................... $48.00 

 714-2162   Soft white ...................... $48.00 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (16” x 20”) 

 714-4161   Pure white ..................... $97.95 

 714-4162   Soft white ...................... $97.95 

 

Standard Sizes – 2 ply (20” x 24”) 

 714-2023   Pure white ..................... $91.50 

 714-2024   Soft white ...................... $91.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (20” x 24”) 

 714-4023   Pure white ................... $194.50 

 714-4024   Soft white .................... $194.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 2 ply (22” x 28”) 

 714-2226   Pure white ................... $142.50 

 714-2229   Soft white .................... $142.50 

 

Standard Sizes – 4 ply (22” x 28”) 

 714-2231   Pure white ................... $258.00 

 714-2234   Soft white .................... $258.00 

 

Acid Free Foamboard 

This totally acid-free foam board is manufactured with a 

facing paper buffered with calcium carbonate to a pH lev-

el between 7.7 NS 8.5. The buffering protects both the 

board and the image from deterioration due to atmospher-

ic pollutant and will be maintained for many years. Avail-

able in 1/8” and 3/16” thickness. Excellent for mounting 

photographs, artwork etc., with conservation methods or 

dry mounting. Only indoor use where sterility is im-

portant. Sold only in cases of 25. 

 

Antique White acid-free foam board – 3/16” 

 900-351   32” x 40”  .................... $193.75 

 900-352  40” x 60”  .................... $373.75 

 900-254  48” x 96”  .................... $695.00 

 

 Antique White acid-free foam board – 1/8” 

 900-361  32” x 40”  .................... $193.75 

 900-362   40” x 60”  .................... $337.50 

 

 Black acid-free foam board – 3/16 

 901-135   32” x 40”  .................... $281.75 

 901-136   40” x 60”  .................... $487.50 
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100% Cotton Rag Foamboard 

 

Designed especially for professional quality archival 

mounting. This board is constructed with facing made of 

pure naturally white cotton fibers and is bonded to a 

chemically inert, non-acid polystyrene core. It contains no 

lignin, alum or harsh chemicals. The facing paper on both 

sides is buffered with calcium carbonate. Sold in cases of 

25.      

 

 901-011   32” x 40”  ....................$256.25 

 901-012   40” x 60”  ....................$437.50 

 

Zinc Plated L-Pins 

 
 

Reusable, zinc plated L-pins are 

used for hanging matted prints 

and photos without damage and 

without framing hardware. 

 

 148-0711   1”  x 3/8” .......................$16.95 

 

Mounting Corners & Strips  
Corners and strips mount prints, photographs and docu-

ments without the adhesives ever contacting the artwork. 

They provide support, and allow for the expansion and 

contraction of the art within the frame. Artwork can al-

ways be removed in its original, pristine condition. Ar-

chival grade plastics are available that contain no harmful 

PVC plasticizers or acidic compounds. Polyester is the 

clearest plastic and is typically the choice of museums. 

However, because of a slight static charge polyester is not 

recommended for use with pastels, charcoal or similar 

mediums. Polypropylene is inert, acid-free, safe and has 

less static charge. It is widely used for mounting.  

 

Photo Tabs 

 

Photo Tabs provide a simple solution 

to permanent mounting of photos and 

documents. The ½” square tabs have 

an acid free, non-yellowing, pressure 

sensitive adhesive on both sides. 

Simply apply to the back of the photo, 

peel away the easy-lift release liner 

and press into place. 

 

 533-0030   Qty 500 ............................$6.25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Adhesive Polypropylene Corners 

 

 
 

These corners provide extra strength and sizes to accom-

modate larger art pieces. They are safe and acid-free. The 

full view variety minimizes the border required to hide the 

corner under the window mat. Use for light to heavy 

weight photos and art. 

 

 L533-0022   5/8” Qty 500 ............. $8.50 

 L533-0034   1-1/4”  Qty 250 ........... $18.50 

 L533-0035   1-1/4”  Qty 250 ........... $19.95 

 L533-0036     3”  Qty 100 ........... $17.95 

 L533-0037     3”  Qty 100 ........... $18.95 

  

Self-Adhesive Polyester Corners 

 

These corners provide extra 

strength and sizes to accommodate 

larger art pieces. They are safe 

and acid-free. The full view varie-

ty minimizes the border required 

to hide the corner under the win-

dow mat. Use for light to heavy 

weight photos and art. 

 

 L533-0020     1/2” Qty 240 ........... $9.50 

 L533-0021  1-3/8”  Qty 240 ......... $17.95 

 

See-Thru Mounting Strips 

 

These strips are made from conservation 

quality materials. Clear polyester is bonded 

to a 2 ply mat with a self-adhesive back. 

Simply position the artwork and adhere the 

strips to the mount board. No adhesive 

touches the art. Accommodates larger art 

and can be cut to smaller sizes 

for a particular job. See-Thru 

strips provide several ad-

vantages over corners, a few 

along the bottom provide full 

length support, application is 

easy, the art stays flat, and the 

strips are applied around the edges. The polyester may be 

trimmed to hide the strip with borders as small as 

1/8”.Quantity of 60 

 

 L533-4015   4”  .................................. $17.50 

 L533-4020  12”  ................................ $44.50 
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Self- Folding Corners 

Crystal clear archival mount-

ing corners allow safe mount-

ing of magazines, prints, pho-

tographs and documents. They 

are prescored to aid applica-

tion and are made from poly-

ester. Peel and stick tape secures each corner in place. 

Available in 5/8” or 7/8” size. Quantity of 100 

 L545-2336  5/8”  ...............................$12.95 

 545-2337     7/8”  ...............................$16.95 

 

Stamp/Art Mounting Strips 

Stamp/Art Mounting Strips mount stamps 

and art easily and safely. The thin folded 

polyester sling cradles the art in the fold 

to support without adhesive touching the 

art. An adhesive strip on the back attach-

es to the mount board. Strips are made of 

thin, crystal clear 2 mil polyester folded 

into a sling 2” high by 6” long. A peel-

and-stick adhesive strip on the back al-

lows easy attachment to the mount board. 

Use the full 2” height at top and bottom 

for holding larger art, or at the bottom as 

a sling for stamps less than 2”. Trim to 

form an unobtrusive top and bottom 

mount for smaller stamps and art. Quanti-

ty of 50. 

 L533-4030   2" x 6” ...........................$15.95 

 

Photo Postcards 

Share your favourite photos with family and friends by 

turning them into ready to mail postcards. Simply apply 

your photo to the 4” x 6” pressure sensitive backing and 

you’ve created a unique mailer everyone will enjoy. 

 377-0005   Qty 10 ..............................$7.95 

 

 

Traditional Paper Corners 

 

Ease of application and traditional appearance of these 

½” acid-free photo mounting corners make them a popu-

lar choice for mounting photos. A neutral pH, water acti-

vated adhesive makes them quick and easy to use. Pack-

age of 240. 

 

 533-0028  Gold .................................$7.50 

 533-0025  Ivory ................................$7.50 

 533-0024  Black ................................$7.50 

 

Photo Retouching Pens 

Remove distracting, red eyes and white glow from your 

favourite photographs with these specially designed pens. 

A unique dye transforms the emulsions into a more neu-

tral colour that won’t distract from the beauty of your 

photos. Not for use on polaroid prints. 

 533-0015  Red Eye Pen .................... $8.95 

 533-0016  White Glow Pen .............. $8.95 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Mounting Sleeves 

This simple but effective photo mounting technique allows 

you to slide your photos into the appropriate size sleeve, 

remove the pressure sensitive backing strip and press into 

place. The mounted photo is protected from dirt and fin-

gerprints by the inert archival polyester sleeve. 

 780-3550  3-1/2” x 5”  Qty 25 ........ $11.50 

 780-0406  4” x 6”  Qty 25 ........ $13.95 

 780-0507  5” x 7”  Qty 25 ........ $14.95 

 780-0810  8” x 10”  Qty 10 ........ $22.95 

 

Picture View 

Photo Storage Envelopes – For prints and negatives 

Easily identity each set of pictures without opening the 

envelope. This picture view system allows you to safely 

store prints and negatives. Each package contains 3 Re-

sealable clear Envelops, 3 index cards and 27 negative 

sleeves. Enough to hold 108 prints and negatives. De-

signed for both 4” x 6” and or 5” x 7” prints. Same com-

ponents as used by professional photographers. Can be 

stored in photo file boxes. 

 AW14300  ........................................... $10.95 

 

Picture View 

Photo Storage Envelopes – For prints and CDs 

Each package contains 3 Resealable Clear Envelopes, 3 

index cards and 3 Corrosion Intercept CD sleeves. De-

signed for both 4” x 6” and/or 5” x 7” prints. Can be 

stored in Photo File Boxes. 

 AW14305  ........................................... $10.95 
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Museum Boxes  
 

Drop front boxes: Metal edge storage boxes are acid-free, 

lignin-free, made with 60 point board, and designed with a 

drop front for ease of retrieving photographs, documents, 

artwork or other important and valuable items.  
 

Short Lid Archival boxes: Short lid, metal edge boxes for 

long term storage of photographs, documents and ephem-

era.  
 

Folio Storage boxes: These archival storage boxes are 

made from a single piece of boxboard that includes a 

built-in hinge as part of the clamshell design. All the box-

es are acid-free, lignin-free and feature metal edge corners 

that provide a strong structure that prevents crushing. 

They are available in a wide variety of cover materials and 

colours.  
 

Photo/Neg & CD Archival boxes: Organizing CDs, 

DVDs, photographs, postcards, or other memorabilia is 

easier and safer with our metal edge boxes made of strong 

museum quality tan and black boxboard, with flip top or 

removable lid.  

 

Photo Box, Removable lid 

 
Metal Edge corners provide strength and durability. En-

velopes not included. Stores 1100 photos. 

  

875-0507 Black   5-1/2” x 2-3/4” x 12”  ......  $24.95 

875-6412 Black   4” x 6” x 12” ....................  $23.95 

799-0507 Tan   5-1/4” x 7-3/4” x 12” .......  $20.95 

799-6412 Tan   4-3/4” x 6-3/4”  ................  $20.95 

733-1253 Tan   3” x 5”x 12” .....................  $20.95 

733-1285 Tan   5” x 8” x 12” ....................  $20.95 

 

Photo File, Removable lid, with photo envelopes 

 

A photo organizing system that meets museum standards, 

yet is both practical and easy to use. Acid-free and lignin 

free box is assembled with metal corner construction. In-

cludes 12 acid free envelopes. Holds up to a thousand 3-

1/2 x 5 or 4 x 6 photos with envelops, 5 x 7 without enve-

lopes. 

 
 

 462-5060  Tan  5-1/2 x 7-1/2 x 11.....$24.95 

 462-5061   Black  5-1/2 x 7-1/2 x 11.....$26.95 

** Envelopes are available in packages of 25 

Photo Box, Hinged Lid 

 

With the convenience of a 

hinged lid, these boxes hold up 

to 1100 photos. 

  

 

 

 875-5071  Black   5-1/2 x 7-3/4 x 12 ... $25.95 

 799-5071  Tan      5-1/2 x 7-3/4 x 12 ... $21.50 

 

Oversized Photo Storage Box 

These sturdy, acid free storage 

containers provide a quick, 

convenient method of assuring 

photographs are kept in a safe 

condition. Each box has four 

internal sections and has metal 

edged reinforced corners. 

Made of acid free, lignin-free, 

60 pt. board. Available in black 

or burgundy. Designed to hold 

1700 photos up to 4 x 6 and 

their negatives. 

 

 613-1512BK    Black       12 x 15 x 5 .. $48.95 

 613-1512BUR Burgundy 12 x 15 x 5 .. $52.50 

 

* Holds photo file envelopes 670-4757 

**Not included 

 

CD Storage Box 

 

This CD/DVD storage box is acid free and lignin free 60 

pt boxboard. The metal edge corners provide strength and 

durability. The flip top provides easy access. Holds 14 

standard CD/DVD jewel cases or 28 slim jewel cases. 

 

 733-5555  Black ............................. $16.50 

 

BoxBinder 

 

This economical BoxBinder is 

manufactured from durable, acid 

free board featuring metal edge 

construction. A 1-1/2” 3 ring 

mechanism secures most standard 

pages. A clamshell lid keeps con-

tents protected from dirt and dust 

and light. 

 

 733-BB3D  Black ‘D’ ring ............... $23.50 

 799-1112   Tan ‘O’ ring .................. $21.00 
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Archival Slide Storage Box 

 

The finest archival quality slide storage box available. A 

fully telescoping, reinforced metal-edged box. Manufac-

tured of our 40 pt. unbuffered, lignin free, tan acid free 

board, it provides safe, convenient storage and transpor-

tation for your slide collections. Slide storage box with six 

dividers holds 140 slides. Slide storage master holds 6 

boxes, 840 slides. Fully telescoping lid protects from dust 

and dirt. 

 Slide Storage Box 

 799-2212           6 dividers ...................$13.50 

 

 Slide Storage Master 

 799-1144          Holds 6 boxes..............$18.50 

 799-1144MP   Mstr pk. Incl 6 boxes ...$71.00 

 799-6112         Incl. 20 slide boxes ......$31.50 

 

Greeting Card Storage Boxes 

These boxes are the best way to preserve the special 

words and greetings sent by family and friends. Made with 

the acid free and lignin free materials using metal edge 

corners to prevent crushing. The unique faux leather cov-

er material has the look and feel of real leather. Choose 

from pure white or the ostrich pattern which has a beauti-

ful pearlescent look, perfect for stowing wedding cards. 

Or choose the red faux leather with holly embossing. The 

clamshell design with thumb cut makes opening and clos-

ing easy and inside there is a divider providing space for 

two stacks of cards up to 6 x 8.5 size 

 717-5913  Ostrich ...........................$23.95 

 717-5914   White .............................$23.95 

 717-5912   Red with holly pattern ...$23.95 

 

Museum Quality Drop Front Storage Boxes 

 

Benefits: Acid, airborne pollutants, light and dirt can at-

tack your treasured possessions causing them to deterio-

rate, fade and discolour. These boxes will defend against 

these contaminants to protect your treasured possessions 

for generations to come. 

 

 Drop Front Box – Black 1-1/2” High 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 733-2108   8” x 10” .........................$19.50 

 733-2109   9” x 12” .........................$20.50 

 733-2111   11” x 14” .......................$21.25 

 733-2119  13” x 19” .......................$30.95 

 733-2114   14” x 18” .......................$31.00 

 733-2116   16” x 20” .......................$35.50 

 733-1722   17” x 22” .......................$40.95 

 Drop Front Box - Tan 1-1/2” High 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 733-3108   8” x 10” ......................... $18.50 

 733-3109   9” x 12” ......................... $19.95 

 733-3111   11” x 14” ....................... $21.50 

 733-3114   14” x 18” ....................... $29.00 

 733-3116   16” x 20” ....................... $35.00 

 

 

Drop Front Box – Black 3” High 

 

 733-2008  8” x 10” ......................... $18.50 

 733-2811  8-1/2” x 11”................... $19.50 

 733-2009 9” x 12” ......................... $20.00 

 733-2011 11” x 14” ....................... $21.00 

 733-2017  11” x 17” ....................... $30.00 

 733-2019  13” x 19” ....................... $31.00 

 733-2014  14” x 18” ....................... $32.50 

 733-2016  16” x 20” ....................... $35.00 

 733-2124  20” x 24” ....................... $47.00 

 733-2022  22” x 30” ....................... $52.00 

 

 Drop Front Box - Tan 3” High 

 733-3008  8” x 10” ......................... $18.50 

 733-3811  8-1/2” x 11”................... $19.95 

 733-3009  9” x 12” ......................... $19.95 

 733-3011  11” x 14” ....................... $22.00 

 733-3117  11” x 17” ....................... $26.00 

 733-3014  14” x 18” ....................... $28.00 

 733-3016  16” x 20” ....................... $32.00 

 733-3024  20” x 24” ....................... $35.00 

 733-3022  22” x 30” ....................... $44.00 

 

Drop Front Box – Blue/Gray 3” High 

 

 

  

 

 

 733-0008  8” x 10” ......................... $15.50 

 733-0811  8-1/2” x 11”................... $16.00 

 733-0009  9” x 12” ......................... $17.00 

 733-0011  11” x 14” ....................... $18.00 

 733-1117  11” x 17” ....................... $22.00 

 733-0014  14” x 18” ....................... $24.50 

 733-0016   16” x 20” ....................... $25.95 

 733-2024   20” x 24” ....................... $35.00 

 733-0022   22” x 30” ....................... $42.00 
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Short Lid Boxes 

Available in three popular sizes, 

these multi-purpose boxes can 

be used to store virtually any 

paper based collectible. The ac-

id free lignen free museum box-

board material provides safe 

long term storage for photo-

graphs and other documents. The short lid design allows 

easy access to the contents inside, while the metal edges 

provide stacking strength. Available in Tan 

 

 733-1114   11” x 14” x 3” ..................$22.95 

 733-1711   11” x 17” x 3-1/2” ............$26.95 

 733-1814   14” x 18” x 3” ..................$30.50 

 

 

Small Artifact Storage Boxes 

 

These storage boxes are for storage of various objects 

such as buttons fragments, miniatures or any small item 

that should be stored in an environment that does not con-

tain migratory acids, lignin or chemicals. They are made 

with metal edges and telescopic lids. Sold in pack of 10. 

 

734-2525  2-1/2” x 2-1/2” x 1-1/4” ...$37.50 

 734-3540  3-1/2” x 4” x 1-1/4” ..........$47.00 

 734-4560  4-1/2” x 6-1/2” x 1-1/4” ...$62.00 

734-5575  5-1/2” x 7-1/2” x 1-1/4” ...$74.50 

 

Folio Storage Boxes 

These boxes combine colour, texture, and design into ar-

chival quality boxes with avent-grade appeal. The faux 

leather feels like real leather – soft yet supple, and has a 

very classic look. The metallic covering looks like Bird’s 

Eye cloth and has a very modern look. Both styles are 

constructed with a clamshell design and feature a thumb-

cut for ease of access. Metal edge construction adds 

strength and longevity. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Faux Leather 

 717-3912  9” x 12” X 1 3/4” High  Saddle   $18.50 

 717-3913  9” x 12” X 1 3/4”  High  Red       $18.50 

 717-3914  9” x 12” X 1 3/4”  High  Black    $18.50 

 717-3114  11” x 14” X 1 3/4” High  Saddle  $21.00 

 717-3115  11” x 14” X 1 3/4” High  Red      $21.00 

 717-3116  11” x 14” X 13/4”  High   Black  $21.00 

 

Metallic 

 717-4912  9” x 12”  Silver ......... $19.00 

 717-4913  9” x 12”  Black ......... $19.00 

 717-4114  11” x 14” Silver ......... $21.50 

 717-4115  11” x 14”  Black ......... $21.50 

 

Folio Storage Boxes 

The white boxes with chrome metal edge corners are 

great for storage of wedding, anniversary, new baby pho-

tographs, and other memorabilia. Boxes are offered in ei-

ther pure white or ostrich exterior. 

 
 Pure White 

 717-5461  4” x 6” X 3”           High ..... .$14.00 

 717-5071  5” x 7” X 1 3/4”     High ..... .$15.50 

 717-5811  8” x 10” X 1 3/4”   High ..... .$15.95 

 717-5916  9” x 12” X 1 3/4”   High ..... .$18.50 

 717-5115  11” x 14” X 1 3/4” High.. ... .$21.00 

  

 Ostrich 

 717-5460  4” x 6” X 3”         High ....... .$14.00 

 717-5070  5” x 7” X 1 3/4"   High.........$15.50 

 717-5810  8” x 10” X 1 3/4” High.........$15.95 

 717-5915  9” x 12” X 1 3/4 “  High.......$18.50 

 717-5114  11” x 14” X 13/4” High.........$21.00 

 

Folio Storage Boxes 

 

Available in traditional black and gray museum grade ar-

chival boxboards. These folio boxes are excellent for both 

artists and photographers with box sizes to accommodate 

standard sheet sizes. Everyday use includes storage of im-

portant documents, maps, newspapers and other personal 

items. 1-3/4” high. 

 

 Black 

 717-1912  9” x 12” ......................... $13.95 

 717-1114  11” x 14” ....................... $14.50 

 717-1117  11” x 17” ....................... $21.50 

 717-1319  13” x 19” ....................... $22.95 

 717-1620  16” x 20” ....................... $23.95 

 717-1824 18” x 24” ....................... $27.50 

 717-2230  22” x 30” ....................... $31.00 
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Gray 

 717-2912  9” x 12” .........................$12.95 

 717-2114 11” x 14” .......................$13.50 

 717-2117  11” x 17” .......................$18.50 

 717-2319  13” x 19” .......................$18.95 

 717-2620  16” x 20” .......................$19.00 

 717-2824  18” x 24” .......................$21.00 

 717-2231 22” x 30” .......................$25.50 

 

Interleaving Tissues 
 

Buffered Interleaving Tissue 
 

Buffered interleaving tissue is rec-

ommended for black and white 

artwork and prints as well as other 

items that would benefit from acid-

neutralizing buffering. The thin 

(0.001) 16 grams is desirable for 

maximum translucency. Buffered 

with 3% calcium carbonate for use with silver halide films 

and papers as well as for nitrate based films. 100 Sheets 

per package. 

 

741-0810BF  8” x 10” .......................$11.00 

741-8511BF  8-1/2” x 11” ................$11.95 

741-1015BF  10” x 15” .....................$16.95 

741-1114BF  11” x 14” .....................$14.95 

741-1620BF  16” x 20” .....................$17.00  

741-3040BF     30” x 40” ...................$157.95 
 

Rolls 

741-2504BF   40” x 250’ ...................$69.95 

741-5004BF   40” x 500’ .................$196.95 

741-1040BF   40” x 1000’ ...............$350.00 

 

Unbuffered Interleaving Tissue 

 

Non-buffered tissue is recommended 

for use with coloured prints, textiles 

and watercolours. Albumen, cyano-

type , dry transfer or chromogenic 

prints also require unbuffered tissue. 

Very thin (.001) tissue for maximum 

translucency. This tissue is an excellent choice for sepa-

rating prints, drawings or lithographs. Comes in packages 

of 100 shets and rolls. 

 

741-0911  8-1/2” x 11” ...................$14.00 

741-1114  11” x 14” .......................$18.00 

741-1117  11” x 17” .......................$18.50 

741-1319  13” x 19” .......................$19.00 

741-1015  10” x 15” .......................$25.50 

741-1520  15” x 20” .......................$37.75 

741-3040  30” x 40” .....................$148.50 

 

 

 

                                                                                           

Rolls 

741-3250  40” x 250’ ................... $107.00 

741-3500  40” x 500’ ................... $157.00 

741-3100  40” x 1000’ ................. $275.00 

741-3160  60” x 1000’ ................. $395.00 

 

  

The following are hanging bags available in 12 sheet 

packages. 

 

 Tissue 

 741-3041  30” x 40” ....................... $10.95 

 

Unbuffered Acid free Glassine 
 

 
This is a light weight, transparent smooth material. Easy 

to fold and shape and excellent for use where transparen-

cy is helpful. Available in packages of 100 sheets or in 

rolls. 

 

448-1626    16” x 20” ....................... $11.95 

448-2436    32” x 40” ..................... $157.50 

448-4000    40” x 1000’ ................. $237.50 

 

Transparent Paper 

 

This high quality neutral pH unbuffered transparant 

paper is made from selected chemical pulp with excellent 

aging properties. It makes a great interleaving material 

and is ideal for overlays in all applications where high 

transparency is desirable. 

 

 535-90955   25” x 38”    50  Shts .... $156.00 

 535-9095 25” x 38”    250 Shts ... $575.00 

 

Label Holders 

 

These pressure sensitive archival poly-

ester label holders provide a simple 

and effective way of labelling boxes, 

binders, albums and other items. The 

crystal clear material has a release lin-

en that exposes pressure sensitive acid 

free acrylic adhesive that does not yel-

low over time. Each package includes 

12 label holders with acid free inserts. 

    780-1382  1-3/8” x 2-1/2” ................ $6.95 

    780-2030   2” x 3” ...........................   $7.25 

    780-3040     3” x 4” ............................. $8.50 
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Photo & Film Storage Pages  

 

Complete archival protection. The print and negative 

pages are designed to accept individually sleeved prints 

and negatives within each pocket, and are ideal for cata-

loging and long term storage. Photo pages are manufac-

tured from 3 mil crystal clear, extremely durable polypro-

pylene and are both acid and PVC free.  

 
  Qty   

AW24919-25 3.5” x 5”    8 prints 25 $14.50 

 

AW24912-25 4” x 5”   8 prints 25 $14.50 

 

AW24929-25 
4” x 6”   4 prints  

+ memo/negatives  
25 $14.50 

 

AW24930-25 4” x 6”   6 prints  25 $14.50 

 

AW24913-25 5” x 7”   4 prints 25 $14.50 

 

AW24911-25 8” x 10”   2 prints 25 $14.50 

 

AW24952-25 8.5” x 11”   2 prints 25 $14.50 

 
 

 

 

    

Negative Storage    
  Qty   

PL24921 8.25” x 11.3125” 100 $42.95 

 

PL24920 10.375” x 12” 100 $42.95 

 

PL23923 10.375” x 11.125” 100 $42.95 

 
 

 

 

 

Film Storage Sleeves 

 

These are strong and durable, yet pliable and gentle to 

film and prints. The specially formulated polypropylene is 

used to make cut sizes for prints and film, slides, and con-

tinuous roll film sleeving. 

 

Sheet film and print sleeves 

  Qty  
PL14433 3.5” x 5” Clear Open 200 $21.95 

PL14431 3.5” x 5” Clear Sealed 200 $21.95 

PL14103 4” x 5” Clear Open 200 $21.95 

PL14101 4” x 5” Clear Sealed 200 $21.95 

PL14203 4” x 5” Frosted Open 200 $37.50 

PL14202 4” x 5” Frosted Sealed 200 $37.50 

PL14463 4” x 6” Clear Open 200 $29.50 

PL14461 4” x 6” Clear Sealed 200 $29.50 

PL14303 5” x 7” Clear Open 200 $36.95 

PL14301 5” x 7” Clear Sealed 200 $39.95 

PL14403 5” x 7” Frosted Open 200 $36.95 

PL14402 5” x 7” Frosted Sealed 200 $63.50 

PL14503 8” x 10” Clear Open 200 $79.00 

PL14501 8” x 10” Clear Sealed 200 $79.00 

PL14603 8” x 10” Frosted Open 200 $125.00 

PL14604 8.5” x 11” Clear Open 200 $89.95 

PL14605 8.5” x 11” Clear Sealed 200 $89.95 

PL14609 8” x 12” Clear Open 200 $89.95 

PL14608 8” x 12” Clear Sealed 200 $89.95 

PL14606 8.5” x 12” Clear Open 200 $89.95 

PL14607 8.5” x 12” Clear Sealed 200 $89.95 

PL14610 A4-8.25” x 11.75” Open 200 $85.00 

PL14611 A4-8.25” x 11.75” Sealed 200 $85.00 

PL14618 A4 W-10.0625” x 12.375” Open 100 $55.50 

PL14619 A4 W-10.0625” x 12.375” Seale 100 $55.00 

PL14612 A3 – 11.75” x 16.5” Open 100 $98.00 

PL14613 A3 – 11.75” x 16.5” Sealed 100 $98.00 

PL14620 A3 W-12.375” x 18.25” Open 100 $113.00 

PL14621 A3 W-12.375” x 18.25” Sealed 100 $113.00 

PL14703 11” x 14” Clear Open 100 $70.00 

PL14701 11” x 14” Clear Sealed 100 $70.00 

PL14702 11” x 14” Frosted Sealed 100 $138.00 

PL12614 11” x 17” Clear Open 100 $138.00 

PL14615 11” x 17” Clear Sealed 100 $99.00 

PL14616 13” x 19” Clear Open 100 $142.00 

PL14617 13” x 19” Clear Sealed 100 $142.00 

F1116200 16” x 20” Clear Open 100 $135.00 

F1116201 16” x 20” Clear Sealed 100 $135.00 

F11120240 20” x 24” Clear Open 100 $189.00 

F11120241 20” x 24” Clear Sealed 100 $189.00 

F11120242 20” x 24” Frosted Open 100 $289.00 

 

 

Film Sleeves – pre-cut strips 

  Qty  
PL14901 135/24 exp Clear Open 100 $52.00 

PL14906 135/36 exp Clear Open 100 $126.00 

PL14909 135/36 exp Frosted Open 100 $112.00 

PL14801 120 Clear Open 100 $52.95 

PL14900 120 Frosted Open 100 $99.00 
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Continuous Film Sleeving – roll dispensed 

 
F1235006 135 UNPERF. 2MIL 1000’ $72.00 

F1235007 135 UNPERF. 3MIL 1000’ $91.50 

PL14930 135 UNPERF. 3MIL 250’ $42.50 

PL14932 135 UNPERF. 3MIL FROST 500’ $99.50 

F1235246 135 PERF.@24 EXP 2MIL 1000’ $81.95 

PL14905 135 PERF.@36 EXP 3MIL 200’ $140.00 

F1220006 120 UNPERF. 2MIL 1000’ $89.00 

PL14806 120 UNPERF. 3MIL 500’ $52.00 

PL14810 120 UNPERF. 2MIL FROST 1000’ $134.50 

F1220027 120 UNPERF. 2MIL FROST 1000’ $153.50 

F1220336 120 PERF.@33”  2MIL 1000’ $99.00 

PL14802 120 PERF.@33”  3MIL 200’ $99.00 

F1220337 120 PERF.@33”  3MIL 1000’ $119.00 

F1220666 220 PERF.@66”  2MIL 1000’ $96.00 

F1220667 220 PERF.@66”  3MIL 1000’ $119.00 

F1270006 70MM UNPERF. 2MIL 1000’ $93.00 

F1270007 70MM UNPERF. 3MIL 1000’ $112.00 

F1270337 70MM PERF.@33” 3MIL 1000’ $126.50 

 

Film Storage Accessories 
  

Generix Products: Pro-Cleaner 

 

Pro-cleaner is an exceptional emulsion cleaner that will 

safely remove ball point and most other inks, finger oil, 

grease pencil, laser separation oil, fungal growth, smoke 

and soot 

 

 PL74412  4oz. ................................$16.50 

 PL74411CS  1oz. 24 POP Case ........$150.00 

 

Generix Products: Pro-Pad 

 

Pro-Pads are non-abraisive, ultra soft and lint-free wipe. 

These wipes are designed for use on critical surfaces 

without scratching when used with the proper cleaning 

fluid. Pro-Pads are safe for emulsions, optics, scanners, 

copiers and compact discs. 

 

 925-0076  100 Pkg ..........................$18.25 

 PL74422  100 Pkg ..........................$18.50 

 

Generix Products: Pro-Duster 

 

Non-flammable Pro-Duster is a moisture free, quad fil-

tered and non-ozone depleting duster. This excellent qual-

ity duster is completely safe for your employees and the 

environment. Use on all photographic, office, computer 

and electronic equipment. 

 

 PL74431  10 oz. .............................$11.50 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glassine Envelopes 

 

Glassine Sleeves have been a traditional favourite storage 

medium for photo professionals because they offer the 

convenience of easy handing and affordability. Sleeves 

are made of pH negative non-plasticized glassine paper. 

The are available in popular photographic film and print 

formats. Price per package. 

 

 PL34952  4” x 5”  Qty 1000 ....... $61.95 

 PL34953  5” x 7” Qty 1000 ....... $89.00 

 PL34954  8” x 10” Qty 500 ......... $99.50 

 PL34955  11” x 14”  Qty 200 ....... $119.50 

 

Glassine Rolls for Large Format Prints 

 

Acid free glassine is transparent and smooth and used as 

an interloaf. Price per roll 

 

 PL34236  36” x 25 yards ............... $69.50 

 PL34260  60” x 25 yards ............. $114.00 

 

Darkroom Gloves 

 

This ultra-thin PHA fiber glove is 

comparable in quality to the 

name brand gloves at half the 

cost. Excellent sensitivity to 

touch with a wide elastic cuff for 

comfortable all day use. They are 

lint free, dust-free, reusable and 

economical. Stretch Nylon 

Gloves are comfortable, close-fitting, ambidextrous, reus-

able and washable. Cotton gloves offer an economical 

way to eliminate fingerprints. Price per dozen. 

 

 PL54990 Stretch Nylon .................. $39.00 

 PL354980L Stretch Nylon - L ............ $33.00 

 PL5490M  Stretch Nylon - M ........... $33.00 

 PL354980S Stretch Nylon - S ............. $33.00 

 PL54997L  Medium Weight Cotton .. $27.20 

 PL354998L  Light Weight Cotton ....... $17.50 

 PL354998M Light Weight Cotton ....... $17.50 

 

 

 

 

Please give Ken or Aaron a call  

to request the complete catalog of available 

Archival supplies.  
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 Artist Pads & Papers 
Tracing Pads 

 
 

#100 Bienfang Tracing Pads    

 

Light weight tracing (25 lb) 100 shts. per pad.   

 

9"x12"  .........................................$14.50 

 11"x14" .......................................$17.25 

 14"x17" .......................................$28.00 

 19"x24" .......................................$46.50 

  

Canson Tracing Pads 

 

A fine quality light weight tracing paper with exceptional 

clarity and an excellent tooth for sketching. 50 shts. per 

pad.   

   9"x12" .........................................$7.40 

 11"x14" .......................................$10.00 

 14"x17" .......................................$14.30 

 19"x24" .......................................$26.00 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clearprint 1000H Tracing Pad 

 

Light weight tracing 16 lb, 50 

sheets per pad. 

 

 12"x18" .......................................$43.00 

 18"x24" .......................................$79.50 

 

Clearprint 1000H  (Sheets) 

 

Tracing paper sheets with border and title block. 100 

sheets per pack. 

 

 17"x22" .....................................$158.00 

 18"x24" .....................................$172.00 

 22"x34" .....................................$310.00 

Marker Pads 

  

 

 

#360 Bienfang Marker Pad.  

Known as "The marker pad" for it's 

brilliant white smooth surface with no bleed through or 

feathering. It leaves sharp clean lines with good colour 

retention. 100 sheets per pad.  

 

   9"x12" ......................................  $22.50 

 11"x14" ....................................... $28.00 

 14"x17" ....................................... $44.00 

 19"x24" ....................................... $69.95  

 

              
Letraset Marker Pads 

 

Bright White smooth paper with no bleed through. 50 

sheets per pad. 

 

A4  8 1/4" x 11 3/4" .......................... $11.95 

A3 11 3/4" x 16 1/2" ......................... $20.95 

A2 16 1/2" x 23 1/2" ......................... $39.95 

 

Other Pads and Papers 

Acetate Pads .005 clear.   

Acetate in a convenient easy to handle pad form. Used as 

a protective cover, overlays, separations etc. 25 shts per 

pad. 

  9"x12"   ........................................ $15.50 

 14"x17" ....................................... $30.95 

 19"x24" ....................................... $55.95 

 

Newsprint Pads Rough surface,50shts/pad     

             9"x12" .......................................... $7.50 

 14"x17" ....................................... $15.50 

 18"x24" ....................................... $23.50 

 

Newsprint Sheets   

Smooth surface, 500 per pack 

 18"x24" ....................................... $65.00 

 24"x36" ....................................... $88.00 

 

Tissue paper     

Pads and protects fragile merchandise with 2400 sheets 

per case 

 

 18"x24" ..................................... $128.00 
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Coverstock  

A quality medium weight paper for everyday studio use. 

Perfect for flapping art work, presentation covers, mock-

ups.  

 23"x35"Black ................................$1.75 

 23"x35"White  ...............................$1.75

  

Sin Inbe Japanese Coloured Papers 

This paper is printable on both sides and is excellent for 

drawing, print making, digital printing  or offset printing. 

The strong durable surface is acid free, lightfast and PH 

neutral. Available in 29 colours. Ask for a colour chart. 

 Per sheet  21.5”x31” ......................  $3.10 

 

Hard Cover Sketch Book 

A keepsake book for sketches and 

notes. Features include a Black 

leatherette cover that is sewn bound 

so that pages lay flat. This book 

contains 142 pages of acid free me-

dium weight paper.  

 

QHB 0406 4"x6" ................................$11.50 

QHB0508 5½"x8½"  .........................$13.95 

QHB0811 8½"x11" ...........................$17.95 

QHB1114 11"x14" ............................$31.95 

 

Tracing Rolls 

Clearprint 1000H Tracing Rolls 

Lightweight tracing paper. (16lb.) 

 24"x20 yds. ..................................$56.00 

 36"x20 yds. ..................................$74.00 

 42"x20 yds. ..................................$89.95 

 

Bienfang #100 Tracing Rolls 

Lightweight tracing paper with exceptional clarity. (25lb) 

 24"x50 yds. ..................................$31.95 

 36"x50 yds. ..................................$24.50 

 

Paper Rolls 
Kraft Paper Rolls  

Virgin Kraft paper (60 lb.) 

 24"x900’ ......................................$39.50 

 30"x900' ......................................$47.50 

 36"x900’ ......................................$64.00 

 40"x900’ ......................................$67.50 

 48"x900’' .....................................$78.95 

White paper rolls (40 lb.) 

 24"x900’ ......................................$88.00 

 30"x900' ....................................$105.00 

 36"x900’ ....................................$155.00 

 48"x900' ....................................$185.00 

Kraft Paper Dispenser  

 24"  .........................................$76.50 

 30"  .........................................$87.50 

 36"  .........................................$98.00 

 48"  .......................................$187.00  

AUDIO VISUSAL SUPPLIES 

 

Art Projectors 

 
Artograph Tracer 

The fast and easy way to enlarge and trace art, photos, 

designs and sketches. It is capable of projecting in full 

colour or Black and White. The Tracer is lightweight and 

portable (3 lbs) and accepts a 5"x5" copy size.. 

 7225360 .................................... $112.00 

 

 

The Artograph Design Master 

The little projector with big ideas.  A low 

cost way to  re-size designs, photos, and art. 

Enlargements up to 400% and reductions to 

70%. Lightweight and portable giving you a 

bright and sharp projected image in full col-

our or Black and White. Maximum copy size 

6"x6". 

7225354  ......................................... $240.00 

Table Stand  ......................................... $155.00 

 

 
Prism Image Projector 

These professional quality projectors offer increased per-

formance and special features to make scaling artwork 

and designs faster and easier than ever before.  Features 

include 500 watts of photo quality lighting, a generous 7" 

x 7" copy area for large copy, books or small 3D objects.  

Its projection ranges from 80% reduction to 20 times en-

largement in full colour. 

7225090  ....................................... $350.00 

 
Lumocolour AV Pens 

Perm./Water Soluble. Super-fine, fine, medium or broad 

tip. Available in Blk., Red, Blue, Green, 

 each  ........................................... $2.45 

 set of 4........................................... $9.25 
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Display Accessories 

Grip-A-Strip Display Rails 

An aluminum grip bar system that holds messages, post-

ers, signs, photos, and artwork.  Simply slide your materi-

al into the roller system and it holds your material tight.  

To remove item from rail, pull sideways and down.  The 

plastic rollers grip harder if more weight is applied.  The 

grip bar comes in various lengths and can be installed 

with screws, magnetic strip or double sided tape. 

 

AVT1025   12" ....................................$24.50 

AVT02000 24" ....................................$43.50 

AVT02010 48" ....................................$87.50 

AVT02015 96" ..................................$139.50 

 

   

Cardboard Easels (Self adhesive) 

 

White single wing easels. Minimum order 25 per size. 

  5" ......................................$10.95 

  7" ......................................$11.95 

  9" ......................................$16.25 

  12" ....................................$17.95 

  15" ....................................$24.50 

  18" ....................................$46.50 

  22" ....................................$59.20 

  24" ....................................$66.00 

 

Print Protectors 

The Print Protector is used to display and protect P.O.P. 

displays, signs, posters, photos, lithographs, award certif-

icates and archival materials. They are made of 

16 gauge rigid PVC that is acid free, waterproof, smudge-

proof and reusable.  Print protectors can be used in place 

of lamination, glass or acrylic frames.  These rigid plastic 

sleeves are sealed on three sides. The fourth side is open 

for easy access to remove or change materials.  

 

PH-H08100   8" x 10" ............................$2.25 

PH-H11140 11" x 14" ............................$4.25 

PH-H11170 11" x 17" ............................$4.95 

PH-H16200 16" x 20" ............................$9.25 

PH-H22280 22" x 28" ..........................$15.50 

PH-H24360 24" x 36" ..........................$21.00 

PH-H30400 30" x 40" ..........................$25.50 

PH-H32430 32" x 43" ..........................$29.00 

 

 

 

Portfolios & Presentation Cases 

 
Itoya Portfolios 

Sturdy Black plastic cover contains 24 clear pocket 

sleeves. Available in eight sizes for economical storage or 

presentation of photos, graphics etc. 

PROF811 8 1/2" x 11 ....................... $10.70 

PROF912 9" x  12" ........................... $13.50 

PROF1114 11" x 14" .......................... $18.00 

PROF1117 11” x 17” ......................... $25.50 

PROF1319 13” x 19” ......................... $39.50 

PROF1417 14" x 17" .......................... $32.95 

PROF1722 17” x 22” ......................... $47.00 

PROF1824 28” x 24” ......................... $56.00 

 
Prestige Heavy Duty Art Portfolios 

Made of durable Black nylon material with two twin zip-

pers that open fully on all three sides. Features include a 

4" wide gusset, two full width interior pockets, an interior 

pencil and brush case (5"x17"), a large exterior front 

pocket (14"x21"x2") and dual handles with a detachable 

shoulder strap. 

CHP42721       20"x 26” .......................... $95.50 

CHP43224 23" x 31” ....................... $120.00 

CHP43725 24" x 36" ........................ $130.00 

CHP43543 32" x 42" ........................ $164.00 

 
Prestige Studio Presentation Cases 

This lightweight yet very durable case is constructed of a 

high embossed vinyl material that's laminated to a poly-

propylene surface. A hidden zipper gives this case a sleek 

professional look. The handle is located on the spine al-

lowing the pages to hang straight down without curling or 

wrinkling. Multi-ring design and includes 10 inserts. 

PCA811 8 1/2" x 11"...................... $51.00 

PCA1114 11" x 14" .......................... $70.00 

PCA1117 11” X 17” ........................ $87.00 

PCA1417 14" x 17" .......................... $92.00 

PCA1722 17" x 22" ........................ $119.00 

PCA1824 18" x 24" ........................ $152.00 
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Prestige Easel Binder 

Black laminated vinyl cover. Traditional pyramid style 

landscape easel. Multi-ring comes with 10 refill pages. 

The handle is on the spine to keep everything flat. 

EB1401 11" x 8 1/2" ......................$67.00 

EB1402 14" x 11" ..........................$71.50 

EB1403 17" x 14" ..........................$91.50 

 

Archival Refill Pages (Inserts) 

A clear acid free archival quality refill page with acid free 

black inserts 

RF11 8 1/2" x 11"  10 shts ....................$21.00 

RF14 11" x 14"      10 shts ....................$23.00 

RF11DS 11”x17”     10 shts.....................$27.00 

RF17 14" x 17"        5  shts ...................$17.00 

RF22 17" x 22"        5  shts ...................$23.00 

RF24 18" x 24"        5  shts ...................$31.00 

 

BINDING EQUIPMENT 

       

 

   

Wiremac-DUO 

 

This solid heavy duty, all 

metal, wire binding ma-

chine will punch and bind 

from 2 to 200 sheets. It 

will both punch and close 

2:1 and 3:1 pitch wire in 

one compact unit. It is 

capable of binding thicknesses from 3/16” to 1 1/4”.  It 

has a 14” width punching capacity with open sides for 

wider documents. Comes with a limited 1 year warranty. 

 

 1 Unit  ..................................... $1,083.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Twin Wires 

Give your document a professional quality finished look 

that allows documents to open completely and lay flat. Al-

lows for easier reading while securely binding pages so 

they will not fall out. Available in black, white, red, blue, 

silver, and gold.  

 

3:1 pitch 100 per box.  

 ¼”   ......................................... $17.50 

 5/16”  ......................................... $22.50 

 3/8”  ......................................... $25.50 

 ½”  ......................................... $33.50 

 7/16”  ......................................... $31.75 

 9/16”  ......................................... $42.50 

 

2:1 pitch 50 per box (min 100) 

 5/8”  ......................................... $41.95 

 ¾”  ......................................... $49.50 

 7/8”  ......................................... $62.50 

 1”  ......................................... $69.50 

 

2:1 pitch 30 per box (min 90) 

 1 1/8”  ....................................... $104.50 

 1 ¼”  ....................................... $107.00 

 

PVC Clear Covers - use with Wiremac 

Provides a neat and professional presentation to any doc-

ument.  Clear covers available in both gloss and matte 

finishes. 10 mil 100/pkg. 

 

 PVC Clear gloss covers 

 8.5”x11” ...................................... $26.50 

 8.75”x11.25” ............................... $30.50 

 8.5”x14” ...................................... $36.50 

 8.75”x14.25” ............................... $36.50

 11”x17” ....................................... $54.00 

 

 PVC Clear matte covers 

 8.5”x11” ...................................... $32.00 

 8.75”x11.25” ............................... $38.00 

 8.5”x14.5” ................................... $38.00 

 

Paper Covers - use with Wiremac 

Adds a professional look with some real class to any 

presentation. Available in various finishes including linen, 

leather grain or docu-cover. 

 

 Linen finish 80lb 100 sheets /pkg 

 Colours: black, burgundy, forest green, ivory,  

 navy, Persian blue, red, sky grey, white 

 8.5”x11” ...................................... $41.50 

 8.75”x11.25” ............................... $41.50 

 8.75:x14.25” ............................... $59.00 
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 Leather grain finish 90lb 100 sheets /pkg 

 Colours: black, blue, forest green, ivory, navy, 

 Persian blue, sky grey, white. 

 8.5”x11” ......................................$42.00 

 8.75”x11.25” ...............................$42.00 

 8.75:x14.25” ................................$66.00 

 

 Docu-cover 17GA 100 sheets /pkg 

Colours: black, charcoal, emerald green, maroon, 

navy 

 8.75”x11.25” ...............................$95.00 

 8.75:x14.25” ..............................$125.00 

 

Thermal Binding Machines 
 

Pro-Bind Perfect Binding Machines  

 
Pro-Bind 2000 

The perfect solution for all  your binding needs. The desk-

top 18 gauge steel unit Perfect binding machine weighs 

approximately 10lbs and is built to last. It is able to bind 

from 1/16” to a 2” spine capacity with the push of a but-

ton. There is no waiting for the Pro-Bind 2000 to warn-

up. The cycle time is 30 seconds for soft covers and 60 

seconds for hard cover binders. Best of all you can use 

your material and design your own cover. The glue strips 

you need can be bought separately. It can bind up to a 

12” length and up to approximately 300 sheets of 20lb 

bond. 

Pro-Bind 2000 .........................................$850.00 

 

 
Pro-Bind 1000 

This machine is the junior version of the Pro-Bind 2000 

and is capable of doing approximately 150 pages of 

8.5x11 pages. You can use the covers that are available 

and ready to insert your pages or use your own material 

and design your own cover.  Buy only the glue strips 

Pro-Bind 1000 .........................................$185.00. 

 
Pro-Bind Hard Cover Crimper 

Gives a professional look to all hard cover thermal covers 

bound in the Pro-Bind 2000. The one hand operation is 

easy to use and only takes seconds., No warm up time or 

electrical power needed. Able to crimp spines from 1/8” 

to 2” capacity creating a professional looking hard bound 

book with a perfect, tight spine.  Built from quality steel 

and aluminium. Weighs approx. 5 lbs. 

Each  ..................................................... $325.00. 

 

Supplies for the Pro-Bind Systems 

Covers – 10 per pack. Pre-glued and ready to bind. 

 9 ¾”x1/8” x11 1/8” White  ............ $19.95 

                                  Blue ............... $19.95 

 9 ¾”x1/4” x11 1/8” White  ............ $19.95 

                                  Blue ............... $19.95 

 9 ¾”x3/8” x11 1/8” White  ............ $21.50 

 9 ¾”x1/2” x11 1/8” White  ............ $21.50 

 
Glue Strips 

Pro-Bind glue strips are 11 long and 1” wide. Flexible 

enough to be cut with scissors or a utility knife. Glue 

strips are used when you create your own cover. 

50/pkg  ....................................................... $49.00 

 

Manual Scoring Machine 

 
Morgana Docu-Crease 35  

This unique machine is designed for manual scoring and 

is built for years of trouble-free use.  It is ergonomically 

designed for either left or right hand operation. It comes 

with two backstops for multiple scoring on the same job.  

Set up is fast and easy. Indicator scales show the position 

of the creases. A superior finish compared to jobs done 

with a rotary scoring tool. This machine is suited for short 

to medium scoring volumes. Maximum crease length 14”. 

Minimum crease 1”  

MOR 9012 ............................................ $1,095.00 
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Boards 

Mounting Boards 

Letramax Super Black Board      

The deep black surface creates exceptional impact for 

your presentation needs. The solid black core makes it 

great for mounting and mats. Accepts acrylic inks, pastels, 

chalks and airbrush. 

 

Single thick 32"x40" ............................$11.50 

 

Springhill Blanks   (Stag blanks) 

Smooth white surface. Used for presentations, mock-ups 

and package design.  Size  23”x 35”  

 8 pt. C1S ....................................$1.05 

 10 pt. C1S ....................................$1.30 

 12 pt. C1S ....................................$1.48 

 14 pt C2S ....................................$2.45 

 15 pt. C1S ....................................$1.65 

 16 pt C2S ....................................$2.70 

 24 pt. C1S ....................................$1.75 

 

Sixe 28”x50”  1000 sheets minimum. 

 18pt C1S ....................................$1.65 
 

Special order for other sizes. 1000 sheets minimum. 
 

Biodegradable Foamboard 

New! Biodegradable foam board is available in  3/16” 

thickness. Looks like traditional foamboard but this envi-

ronmentally engineered board uses standard paper-faced 

foamboard formulated from wood products certified by 

the sustainable forest initiative (SFI). Its centre is 100% 

biodegradable foamboard. The product is warp resistant; 

cuts cleanly and retains its thickness during mounting, 

laminating, printing and die cutting. No trade-off between 

its positive environmental attributes and its physical per-

formance. 

 

White 32”x40” single sheet  ........................$6.80 

 32”x40” 25+ sheets ..........................$5.95 

 48”x96” single sheet .......................$25.95 

 48”x96” 25+ sheets ........................$23.50 

Black 

 48”x96” single sheet .......................$39.95 

 48”x96” 25+ sheets ........................$37.50 

Foamboard 

 
The most popular mounting board in studios. Lightweight 

with a polystyrene core that ensures a clean precise cut. 

The smooth surface is ideal for mounting, framing, silk 

screening. Use with dry-mount, vacuum mount, spray ad-

hesive or lamination.  

 Prices listed are cost per sheet.  

 All sold in cases of 25 sheets unless noted.   

 ** Indicates that there is a delivery charge 

 

Bainbridge Foamboard White 

3/16"  20” x 30” ....................................... $3.80 

 24” x 36” ....................................... $4.80 

 32" x  40" ...................................... $5.25 

 40" x  60" .................................... $10.85 

 48" x  96" .................................... $17.95 

 60” x 96” (case has 20 shts) ........ $23.50 ** 

 48” x 120” ................................... $23.50 ** 

1/8" 32" x 40" ....................................... $5.50 

 40" x 60" ..................................... $10.85 

 32” x 40” Antique White  ............. $7.95 

 32” x 40” Bright White ................. $7.95 

1/2"  20" x 30" (case has 10 shts) .......... $5.95 

 30" x 40" ..................................... $10.50 

 40” x 60” (case has 12 sheets) .... $20.50 

 48" x 96" (case has 12 sheets) ..... $42.50 

 

Bainbridge Foamboard Black 

“Black on black” foamboard has the same characteristics 

as the white foamboard except each sheet is black all the 

way through. 

3/16"  20" x 30" ....................................... $5.20 

 24” x 36”  ...................................... $5.95 

 32" x 40" ....................................... $7.20 

 40" x 60" ..................................... $14.50 

 48" x 96" ..................................... $28.95 

 48" x 120" ................................... $33.50 ** 

1/8"  32" x 40" ....................................... $9.50 

 40" x 60" ..................................... $18.25 

1/2"  30" x 40" ..................................... $12.95 

 48" x 96" (case has 12 sheets) ..... $49.50 

 

Foamboard – Black on Black with White cover! 

New ½” thick  foamboard with a white front. But the cen-

tre and back are black. Cases have 12 sheets. 

 48”x96” ....................................... $41.50 

 

Foam Board Coloured 1 side 

Phone for availability,  colours, and quantities. 

 20 x 30 .......................................... $6.50 

 32 x 40 ........................................ $12.50 

For acid free boards, see page 18 and 19 
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Self-Adhesive Foamboard  

 

Foamboard with an adhesive back, perfect for mounting 

photos, prints, layouts, presentation comps, posters and 

virtually any type of art work 

 

3/16" white 20"x30" ..............................$7.95 

3/16" white 32"x40" ............................$14.75 

3/16" white 40"x60" ............................$26.95 

3/16" black 20"x30" ..............................$9.50 

3/16" black 32"x40" ............................$17.95 

 

And these Foamboard accessories –  

 Foamfast Hangers 

 

 Hang your foamboard. The pointed end slides into    

         the Foamboard and locks into place. 

 

 100 per pack........................................... $29.95   

 

   

 Foamboard Cutter 

 

X-ACTO foamboard cut-

ter, foam core knife is 

idealfor cutting mat 

board, foam board, and 

foam core up to 1/2" thick. The flat support base 

makes clean 90° cuts. A snap on attachment gives 

beveled angles. Standard X-ACTO 8R blade is al-

ways visible, easy to change, and adjusts up to 9/16". 

Includes 2 blades. 

 

X7747  .........................................$19.95 

 

Gator Board     

Made of a polystyrene foam centre with a smooth hard 

surface on either side. A very strong rigid lightweight 

board. Excellent for displays, signs, silk screening, etc. 

Good for indoor or outdoor use. Can be cut at an extra 

charge. 

 

Size        Colour:     White      Black    Natural 

48 x 96 x 1/2"           $120.00   $128.75  $104.00 

48 x 96 x 1"              $163.50   $184.00  $143.00 

48 x 96 x3/16”             $68.00     $83.00    $62.00 

 

Mat Boards 

Assorted colours  

 

  32"x40" ..............................$7.95 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to ask for your colour 

chart on Mat Boards! 

Acetate & Polyester  

Rolls 

Acetate Rolls. Clear .005  

 20" x 50' ................................   $60.00 

 20" x 100' .............................. $120.00 

 40" x 50' ................................ $115.25 

 40" x 100' .............................. $230.00 

Polyester Rolls. Clear .003  

 20" x 100' ................................ $69.00 

 40" x 100' .............................. $108.50 

Polyester Rolls. Clear .004  

 20" x 100' ................................ $64.50 

 40" x 100' ................................ $95.00 

 

Sheets 

Acetate Sheets .005 clear  

 20" x 25" ................................... $3.65 

 20" x 50" ................................... $6.95 

Polyester Sheets .004 clear (mylar) 

 8 1/2" x 11" ............................... $0.46 

 8 1/2" x 14" ............................... $0.54 

 11" x 17" ................................... $0.76 

 20" x 24" ................................... $1.85 
 

Brushes, Colour and 
Accessories 

 

Artist Brushes 

"Q" Brush Round Synthetic Gold Toray 
 Water colour brush. Excellent spring. 

Series 1 R 000 ................................. $4.70 

   00 ................................... $4.70 

     0..................................... $4.75 

     1..................................... $4.85 

      2..................................... $5.00 

     3..................................... $5.65 

     4..................................... $5.90 

    5..................................... $6.90 

     6..................................... $7.15 

     7..................................... $7.55 

  8..................................... $8.60 

  10 ................................... $9.40 

  12 ................................. $11.55 

  14 ................................. $13.20 

 

"Q"  Brush Flat Synthetic Gold Toray  

Works well with water colours,  inks and poster colour. 

Series 2 F 1/8" .................................... $4.85 

  1/4" .................................... $5.95 

  3/8" .................................... $7.05 

  1/2" .................................... $8.75 

  3/4" .................................. $13.45 

  1" ..................................... $17.10 
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Winsor and Newton Brushes   
Pure Red Sable 

Series 7  000……………………....$27.00 

  00 .....................................$27.90 

  0 .......................................$29.95 

  1 .......................................$33.00 

   2 .......................................$40.45 

   3 .......................................$55.85 

  4 .......................................$76.80 

 

Raphael Pure Kolinsky Sable Brush    

Finest quality pure Kolinsky sable. For water colour.  

Series 8404 000 ...................................$23.05 

  00 .....................................$24.50 

  0 .......................................$26.00 

  1 .......................................$32.00 

  2 .......................................$36.00 

  4 .......................................$56.00 

 

"Q" Brush  Oil And Acrylic Brushes. Flat 

Interlocked extra White bristles. Also available in bright 

and round  bristles 

Series 11 F 1 .........................................$3.60 

  2 .........................................$3.80 

  4 .........................................$4.20 

  6 .........................................$4.75 

  8 .........................................$5.95 

  10 .......................................$7.70 

  12 .......................................$9.50 

 

Water Colours 

Winsor & Newton Artists Water Colour. Widely known 

for its permanence and reliability. Only the finest pig-

ments are used which gives you bright intense colours. 5 

ml. tubes . 

 Series 1 .......................................$11.65 

  2 .......................................$13.00 

  3 .......................................$14.00 

  4 .......................................$17.00 

 

Series 1 

Alizarin Crimson Paynes Gray 

Antwerp Blue Perm. Sap Green 

Blue Black Prussian Blue 

Bright Red Purple Madder 

Brown Madder   Raw Sienna 

Burnt sienna        Raw Umber 

Burnt Umber     Sepia 

Charcoal Grey      Terre Verte 

Chinese White    Titanium White 

Davy's Gray         Vandyke Brown 

New Gamboge Venetian Red 

Hookers Green Winsor Blue Gr. 

Indian Red       Winsor Blue Red 

Indian Yellow   Winsor Emerald 

Indigo          Winsor Gr Blue 

Ivory Black   Winsor Gr. Yel.  

Lamp Black     Winsor Lemon 

Light Red        Winsor Orange 

Naples Yellow    Winsor Red 

Naples Yellow Deep Winsor Yellow  

Neutral Tint    WinsorVioletDiox 

Olive Green     Winsor Yel. Deep 

Yellow Ochre 

 

Series 2 

Caput Mortuum violet 

Scarlet Lake 

French Ultramarine  

Trans. Yellow 

Gold Ochre       

Ultra Grn Shade  

Manganese Blue  

Ultra Violet 

 

 

Series 3 

Bismuth Yel.  Perm. Rose 

Cerulean Blue     Perylene Maroon 

Indanthrene Blue  Quinac. Magenta 

Nickel Titanium     Quinac. Gold 

Oxide of Chromium Quinac Red 

Perm. Aliz. Crim.  Thioindigo Violet 

Perm. Carmine Vermillion Hue 

Perm. Magenta    Viridian 

 

Series 4 

Aureolin Cobalt Blue Dp. 

Cad. Red Cobalt Grn. Yel. 

Cad Red Dp.  Cobalt Turquoise 

Cad. Lemon  Cobalt Green 

Cad. Orange    Cobalt Turq. Lt. 

Cad. Scarlet   Cobalt Violet 

Cad. Yel.  Gamboge 

Cad. Yel. Dp.  Lemon Yel. Hue 

Cad. yel. Pale    Rose Dore 

Cobalt Blue  Rose Madd. Gen. 

 

Acrylic Colour 
Galleria Acrylic Colour 

A fine quality Winsor &  

Newton paint at an eco-

nomic price. This acrylic can be used on canvas board, 

paper, masonite, plaster etc. 60 ml tubes 

 Series 1....................................... $5.05 

 Series 2....................................... $7.25 

 

Series 1    Series 2 

Burnt Sienna      Perm. Grn Mid 

Burnt Umber     Perm. Magenta 

Cad. Red Hue     Perm. Rose 

Cad. Yell. Pale Hue Phthalo Green 

Cad. Yell. Med. Hue Raw Sienna 

Cad. Yell. Deep Hue Raw Umber 
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Cad. Orange Hue Titanium White 

Cerulean Blue Hue  Ultramarine 

Cobalt Blue Hue    Verilion Hue 

Crimson  Winsor Violet 

Mars Black      Winsor Blue 

Perm. Grn. Dp Yellow Ochre 

Perm. Grn. Lt. 

 

Oil Colours 
Winsor & Newton Artists Oil Colours. 

One of the worlds finest oil colours. Known by profes-

sionals for its quality pigments. Available in 37ml. tubes. 

Series 1 ............................................... $13.60 

 2 ............................................... $18.60 

 4 ............................................... $48.00 

 5 ............................................... $73.00 

   

Series 1 

Blue Black    Naples Yellow 

Bright Red  Naples yellow Lt. 

Brown Madd. Aliz.  Paynes Grey 

Burnt Sienna  Phthalo Turquoise 

Burnt Umber    Prussian Blue 

Charcoal Grey   Purple Lake 

Chrome Grn.Dp.Hue Raw Sienna 

Chrome Yell. Hue  Raw Umber 

Cremnitz Wht.  Terra Rosa 

Foundation Wht.  Terra Vert 

Flake Wht. 1   Titanium Wht. 

Flake Wht. 2   Transparent Gld. 

Gold Ochre    Ultramarine G.S. 

Iridescent White Underpaint White 

Ivory Black.    Van Dyke Brown 

Jaune Brilliant   Venetian Red 

Lamp Black.    Vermillion Hue 

Light Red  Yell. Ochre 

Manganese Bl. Hue   Yell Ochre Pale 

Mauve Blue     Zinc White. 

 

Series 2 

Aliz. Crimson Perm. Rose 

Bronze   Perm. Magenta 

Cooper  Pewter 

Davy's Grey Prussian Grn. 

Flesh Tint     Pur. Madder Aliz. 

French Ultra.  Renaissance Gold 

Gold       Sap Green  

Indian Red  Scarlet Lake 

Indian Yell.   Silver 

Indigo     Ultra. Violet 

Magenta  Winsor Blue GS. 

Mars Black. Winsor Bl. R.S. 

Mars Brown   Winsor Emerald 

Mars Orange Winsor Green 

Mars Violet    Winsor Grn. YS. 

Mars Violet Deep Winsor Lemon 

Mars Yell   Winsor Orange 

Olive Green    Winsor Red 

Perm. Green    Winsor Red Dp. 

Perm. Grn. Dp.   WinsorViolet Diox 

Perm. Grn. Lt. Winsor Yellow 

                     Winsor Yell. Deep 

 

Series 4 

Cad. Grn.     Cobalt Blue 

Cad. Grn. Pale  Indanthrene Blue 

Cad. Lemon  Lemon Yell. Hue 

Cad. Orange  Oxide of Chrom 

Cad. Red Perm. Aliz. Crim. 

Cad. Red Dp.   Perm. Mauve  

Cad. Scarlet Perm. Sap Grn. 

Cad. Yellow  Trans Yellow 

Cad.Yell. Dp.  Cad. Yell. Pale 

Cerulean Blue 

 

Series 5 

Aureolin Rose Dore 

Cobalt Bl. Dp. Rose Madd. Dp. 

Cobalt Turquoise  Rose Madd. Gen. 

 

Accessories 

 
Water Colour Slant.  

The classic 8 wells with 8 slants. Good for the studio or 

class room 4" x 8" White plastic ............... $8.95 

 

Artist's Wood Sketch Boxes 

 All boxes are made of Ponderosa Pine and top grade 

Plywood and left unfinished to be painted, stained or dec-

orated any way you like. 

 12"x16"x3" ................................. $62.50 

 12"x16"x4" ................................. $68.00 

 
Artist’s Colour Wheel 

An easy to use tool that illustrates relationships between 

colours and demonstrates the results of colour mixing. 

Features include a gray scale, tints and tones, definitions 

of colour terms and illustrations of colour harmonies. 

  CW9 .................................. $8.50 
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Masters Brush Cleaner and Preserver 

Environmentally safe cleaner that uses just water. Re-

moves acrylic, oil, water colour, stains and varnishes. 

1 oz. jar  ...........................................$5.95 

2 1/2 oz. jar  .........................................$11.90 

 

Aluminum Brush Washer. 

Holds brushes in a vertical position for washing and dry-

ing.  Each  .........................................$16.50 

 
Protective Sprays 

Krylon Crystal Clear  ...............$12.05 

Krylon Dulling Spray  ...............$12.00 

Krylon Kamar Varnish  ...............$12.00 

Krylon Matte Finish  ...............$12.95 

Krylon Workable Fix  ...............$12.00 

  

Water Colour Papers & Canvas 

Arches Water Colour Paper  

A 100% rag paper that is acid free with a neutral pH. Ex-

cellent for water colours, acrylics and gouache. Available 

in hot press, cold press and rough. 

 22"x30"      90 lb. ........................  $8.05 

                  140 lb. .........................$11.40 

                  300 lb. .........................$26.00 

 

Stretched Canvas 

Only the finest quality cotton is double acrylic primed for 

this product. It can be used with acrylics and oils. 

SCR0810   8"x10" ..............................$7.05 

SCR1114 11"x14" ............................$10.00 

SCR1216 12"x16" ............................$12.50 

SCR1620 16"x20" ............................$15.00 

SCR1824 18"x24" ............................$18.00 

SCR2228 22"x28" ............................$21.00 

SCR2430 24"x30" ............................$23.50 

SCR2436 24"x36" ............................$30.50 

SCR3040 30"x40" ............................$34.50 

SCR2430 36"x48" ............................$71.00 

 

Canvas Panels  Superb quality primed & ready to paint. 

CP0912   9"x12" ..............................$3.40 

CP1216 12"x16" ..............................$5.50 

CP1418 14"x18" ..............................$6.00 

CP1620 16"x20" ..............................$7.50 

CP1824 18"x24" ..............................$9.50 

CP2228 22"x28"  ...........................$18.95 

CP2440 24"x30"  ...........................$23.50 

Burnishers 

 

LC burnishers 
Flat, white plastic. ....................................  $5.25 

 

 
Lucite Rollers 

A hard acrylic roller with a plated steel handle and brass 

bushings. Excellent for burnishing artwork, photos, post-

ers etc. 

AB01-4 4" ..................................... $12.95 

AB01-6 6" ..................................... $13.95 

 
Bone Folders 

Genuine cattle bone. The experts choice for creating crisp 

clean scores on paper without damaging delicate fibres or 

creating shine. They make great burnishers. 

870-901B  8 1/2" x 1" W ......................... $10.95 

 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

 

CDs, DVDs & Blu-ray discs 

 

CD Singles 

CD-R 700MB 80 Min. (In slim jewel cases) 

 

Memorex Rec'ble CD 700MB ................... $1.55 

Sony Recordable CD 700MB .................... $1.55 

Verbatim Rec'ble CD 700 MB .................. $1.55 

Imation Rec'ble CD 700 MB ..................... $1.55 

 

 
CD-RW  (In jewel cases) 

 

Maxell Rewritable CD .............................. $2.55 

Verbatim Rewritable CD ........................... $1.95 
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CD Spindles 

      
CD-R  700MB 50 per spindle 

Maxell CD 700MB ..................................$47.75 

Sony CD (SON50CDQ80LS3) ................$41.00 

Philips CD 700MB ................................. $22.00 

Ridata CD 700MB #94691 ..................... $19.00 

Verbatim CD 700MB #94691 ................ $47.00 

 

DVD Singles 

DVD-R 4.7GB (In jewel cases) 

Sony Recordable DVD ..............................$1.29 

Memorex Recordable DVD .......................$1.29 

DVD-RW 4.7GB (In jewel cases) 

Verbatim Rewritable DVD ........................$8.95  

 

DVD-R Spindles 

Sony  Recordable DVD 4.7GB  

 #SON50DMR47LS3 (50s) .....................$35.95 

Philips DVD-R Spindle (50s) ..................$18.00 

Philips DVD-R Spindle (100s) ................$36.00 

 

Blu-ray Discs 

Verbatim  25GB 6X Jewel Case ................$7.80 

Philips 25GB 6X (25/spindle) .................$62.00 

Memorex 25GB 6X (15/spindle) .............$51.00 

Memorex 25GB 6X (30/spindle) .............$74.00 

 

Media Storage Options 

   

 

CD & DVD Sleeves 

 

 

 

Heavyweight white woven paper with clear poly window. 

Paper envelopes    

 

 100/pkg           ...........................................$6.75 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CD Pockets 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-adhesive vinyl CD 

pockets stick to inside of books, binders, etc.  

 

White/Clear  10/pkg .................................. $8.95 

 

CD / DVD Disk Mailer 

 

These anti static mailers protect against bending, han-

dling, exposure and come with a permanent adhesive seal. 

Each mailer holds one CD with the jewel case. 

 

SS8MCD  200 per pack ......................... $148.00  

 

Media Storage Options        

CD Storage (Jewel) Case    

 

 

 

For single CDs. Protects 

from damage and dust.  Regular and Slim widths availa-

ble. Also available in 10 packs. 

 

Reg. jewel case (200) Clear ..................... $72.00 

Slim Jewel case (200) Clear .................... $62.00 

Slim Jewel case (50) Assorted ................ $19.95 

  

Cleaners & Sprays 

                             

Falcon Dust Off XL 

 

Removes dust and dirt with pure moisture free 

blasts. 

 

FALDPSXLCN ....................................... $10.95 

 

Dac Duster 

 

Perfect for office, lab, photo and home electronics. Non 

flammable pure moisture free formula.  

 

CC18   ......................................... $11.95 

 

Emzone Screen Cleaner Wipes.     

 

Non streaking, quick drying antistatic formula to clean all 

coated and uncoated glass surfaces. Contains 50 

towelettes. 

 

47044   ......................................... $12.95 
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Laser/Inkjet Paper  for printers and copiers 

 
Hammermill Colour Copy Paper.     

A superior paper made specifically for colour copiers. 

The heavier basis weight helps to support the application 

of colour toners and eliminates curled edges.  A ultra-

bright photowhite surface provides superior contrast for 

unparalleled colour reproduction. 500 shts/pkg, 96 

brightness.  

HCC  8 ½" x 11" 28lb ..............................$20.75 

HCC  8 ½" x 14" 28lb ..............................$27.35 

HCC 11" x 17"    28lb ..............................$43.00 

HCC 12" x 18"    28lb ..............................$54.25 

 

HCC  8 ½" x 11" 32lb ..............................$23.95 

HCC 11" x 17"    32lb ..............................$49.50 

 

Hammermill Colour Copy Cover Stock  

Sold by the case only! 

HCW 8 ½”x11” 60lb (2500) ..................$161.50 

HCW 11”x17”   60lb (1250) ..................$198.50 

HCW 12”x18”   60lb (1250) ..................$159.50 

 

HCW 8 ½”x11” 80lb (2000) ..................$172.95 

HCW 11”x17”   80lb (1000) ..................$176.95 

HCW 12”x18”   80lb (1000) ..................$204.50 

 

HCW 8 ½”x11” 100lb (1500) ................$161.50 

HCW 11”x17”   100lb (750) ..................$165.95 

HCW 12”x18”   100lb (750) ..................$191.50 

 

Roland Laser Hi-Tech Paper 

A heavy weight inexpensive stock with a bright white, acid 

free surface. Excellent for reply cards, special request 

cards, promotion material etc. Laser friendly. 

500 Sheets per ream 

ROLOHT 8½"x11"   50lb ........................$24.95 

ROLOHT   11"x17"  50lb ........................$49.50 

 

ROLOHT 8½"x11"   60lb ........................$28.50 

ROLOHT   11"x17"  60lb ........................$55.50 

 

ROLOHT 8½"x11"   70lb ........................$33.95 

ROLOHT   11"x17"  70lb ........................$63.50 

ROLOHT   12"x18"  70lb ........................$76.00 

250 Sheets per ream 

ROLOHT 8½"x11"   80lb ........................$35.50 

ROLOHT   11"x17"  80lb ........................$72.50 

ROLOHT   12"x18"  80lb ........................$88.95 

 

 

Nekoosa Gloss Paper 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A premium coated enhanced paper that springs your 

printed matter to life. Features: acid free, excellent fade 

resistance, high opacity. 92 brightness. By the case only. 

 

11”x17”  70lb (2000) ............................ $128.00 

12”x18”  70lb (2000) ............................ $140.00 

8½”x11” 80lb (2500) .............................. $74.95 

11”x17”  80lb (2000) ............................ $118.95 

12”x18”  80lb (1500) ............................ $101.50 

 

Domtar Coloured Copy Paper 

 

Available in 14 bright vibrant colours. Use in laser and 

inkjet printers, copiers and offset printing. 20lb 500 

shts/pkg. 

 

CCAMP4600  8½"x11" Canary .............. $10.95 

CCAMP4601  8½"x11" Pink .................. $10.95 

CCAMP4602  8½"x11" Green ................ $10.95 

CCAMP4603  8½"x11" Blue .................. $10.95 

CCAMP4604  8½"x11"Gldenrd .............. $10.95 

CCAMP4605  8½"x11" Ivory  ................ $10.95 

CCAMP4672 8½"x11" Cherry................ $10.95 

CCAMP4673 8½"x11" Buff ................... $10.95 

CCAMP4674 8½"x11" Cream ................ $10.95 

CCAMP4675 8½"x11" Grey ................... $10.95 

CCAMP4676 8½"x11" Mint ................... $10.95 

CCAMP4677 8½"x11" Orchid................ $10.95 

CCAMP4678 8½"x11" Salmon .............. $10.95 

CCAMP4679 8½"x11" Tan .................... $10.95 

 

   
Domtar Multipurpose Ultra Paper 

 

Engineered to perform on everything from laser and inkjet 

printers to high speed, high volume copier equipment. 

With its 96 brightness and supper smoothness, it offers a 

quality look and feel. 20lb   500 Sheets per ream 

 

DOM 8½"x11"  20lb ................................. $9.05 

DOM  11"x17"  20lb ............................... $12.30 

DOM 12”x18”   20lb ............................... $19.35 
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Epson Paper 

No matter what we are looking to 

purchase there are always two 

things  that we look for, quality 

and affordability. Paper is no dif-

ferent and Epson paper has both. 

You will see by looking over this 

extensive line of paper that they 

are serious about matching the 

right paper to the application. Ep-

son's quality line of inkjet papers 

are an integral part of their award winning professional 

printer line. These speciality papers are optimised with 

the print drivers, ink and print head to deliver exceptional 

results every time.  

 

Epson Glossy & Semi-gloss Papers 

 

Premium Lustre Photo Paper 45lb 9 mil 

S041405   50 shts  8½" x 11" .................  $49.95 

S041407   50 shts  13" x 19" ..................$149.00 

S041604 100 shts 13" x 19" ...................$235.00 

 

Epson Gloss Paper 52lb 9.4mil 

S041141 20 shts  8½" x 11" ...................  $11.50 

S041649 50shts   8½" x 11" .....................$26.50 

S041271 100shts 8½" x 11" .....................$49.50 

S041156 20shts  11”x17” ........................$41.00 

S041143 20 shts 13”x19” ........................$44.50 

 

Epson Premium Gloss 52lb 9.4mil 

20 Shts/pkg 

S041331 20 shts 8½" x 11" ......................$23.50 

S041327 20 shts 13”x19” ........................$62.50 

Rolls  

S041473 16”x100’ .................................$121.00 

S041641 24”x100’ .................................$165.00 

S041642 36”x100’ .................................$245.00 

 

Epson Matte Papers 

 

Epson Brochure Flyer Paper 

A heavy weight paper that provides a premium look and 

feel. It is especially designed with a matte finish that 

makes colour and text stand out. It is a double sided paper 

that can be printed on both sides.  Great for flyers, bro-

chures, newsletters, calendars and more.  

S042384 150shts 8½"x 11" ......................$34.95 

 

Matte Photo Quality Inkjet Paper 28lb 4.9 mil 

S041062 100shts 8½" x 11" .....................$17.50 

S041067 100shts 8½" x 14" .....................$25.50 

S041070 100shts 11" x 17" ..................... $39.00 

S041069 100shts 13" x 19" ......................$43.00 

S041171 100shts 17" x 22" ....................$112.00 

 

 
 

Matte Paper Heavy Weight 45lb 9 mil 

S041467 50shts  8" x 10" ........................ $18.95 

S041257 50shts  8½" x 11" ..................... $19.50 

S041468 50shts  11" x 14" ...................... $41.00 

 

High Quality InkJet Paper 26lb 4.7mil 

S041111 100shts  8½" x 11" ................... $16.95 

 

Premium Bright White Paper 24lb 4.3mil 

S041586  500shts  8½" x 11" .................. $14.50 

 

Epson Professional Media 

 

Semigloss Heavyweight 180 gsm 8.4mil 

S041292     24" x  82'........................ $215.00 

S041229     36" x 82'......................... $310.00 

S041228     44" x 82'......................... $410.00 

 

Glossy Paper Heavyweight 190gsm 9 mil 

S041291 24" x 65'......................... $194.94 

S041227     36" x 65'......................... $289.00 

S041226     44" x 65'......................... $365.00 

 

Premium Glossy Paper 250gsm 10 mil 

S041742 16" x 100'....................... $145.00 

S041638     24" x 100'....................... $185.00 

S041639     36" x 100'....................... $285.00 

S041640     44" x 100'....................... $330.00 

 

Premium Luster Paper 250gsm 10 mil 

S041405  50shts  8½" x 11" .................... $55.00 

S041406  50shts  11½" x 16" ................ $140.00 

S041407  50shts  13" x 19" ................... $165.00 

S041604 100shts  13" x 19" .................. $260.00 

 

Rolls 

S041408 8" x 32'............................. $64.00 

S041409    13" x  32'........................ $110.00 

S041645    20" x 100'....................... $180.00 

 

Premium Semi-matte 250gsm 10 mil 

S041655    24" x 100'....................... $201.00 

S041656    36" x 100'....................... $242.00 

 

Enhanced Matte Paper 250gsm 10 mil 

S041595     24" x 100'....................... $115.00 

S041596     36" x 100'....................... $164.00 

S041597     44" x 100'....................... $182.00 
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Enhanced Matte Paper 

S041341  50shts  8½" x 11" .....................$25.00 

S041343  50shts. 17½"x16½" ..................$63.00 

S041339  50shts  13" x 19" ......................$76.00 

S041605 100shts  13" x 19" ...................$122.00 

 

Single Weight Matte Paper 120gsm 5 mil 

S041746     17" x 132' .........................$68.00 

S041853     24" x 132' .......................$105.00 

S041854     36" x 132' .......................$154.00 

S041855     44" x 132' .......................$125.00 

 

Presentation Matte Paper 172gsm 7.5 mil 

S041295     24" x 82' ...........................$72.00 

S041221     36" x 82' .........................$110.00 

S041220     44" x 82' .........................$125.00 

 

Epson Specialty Paper and Canvas 

 

Proofing Paper.  

10mil Semi-matte. Displays accurate colour reproduction.  

S042002 13" x 100' .........................$95.00 

S042003    17" x 100' .......................$106.00 

S042004    24" x 100' .......................$153.00 

S042005    36" x 100' .......................$252.00 

S043006    44" x 100' .......................$277.00 

S043006    60" x 100' .......................$405.00 

 

Commercial grade proofing paper. Gloss. 100 shts. 

S041160    13" x 19” ........................$375.00 

 

Smooth Matted Finish. Fine art paper.  17mil 25shts 

S042327      8½" x 11" .........................$39.00 

S042330      13" x 19”' .......................$105.00 

S042331      17" x 22” ........................$175.00 

 

Somerset Velvet Paper 255 gsm 19 mil 

SP91203 24" x 50' .........................$199.00 

SP91204 44" x 50' .........................$340.00 

 

Textured Fine Art Paper 255 gsm 15 mil 

S041745     17" x 50' .........................$210.00 

S041448     36" x 50' .........................$320.00 

S041449     44" x 50' .........................$370.00 

 

Textured Fine Art Paper 425 gsm 20 mil 

S041450  20shts  24" x 30" ....................$260.00 

S041451  10shts  36" x 44" ....................$278.00 

 

Epson Canvas 410 gsm 20 mil 

S041531    24" x 40' .........................$199.00 

S041532    36" x 40' .........................$310.00 

S041533    44" x 60' .........................$375.00 

 

 

 

 

Laser/ Inkjet Printer Film 

Drafting and Design Appliqué Film  

A quality pressure film made for the laser printer. An ex-

cellent product for use in drafting or packaging design. 

Available with a matte finish and permanent adhesive or a 

matte finish with a repositionable adhesive or a clear film 

with a permanent adhesive.  

 

Matte Finish / Permanent Adhesive 

DAFPB8L   10shts  8½"x11"  ................. $22.25 

DAFPB8L  100shts  8½"x11"  .............. $127.50 

 

Matte Finish / Repositionable Adhesive 

DAFRPB8L    10shts  8½"x11" .............  $22.25 

DAFRPB8L 100shts    8½"x11"......... $127.50 

 

Clear Film / Permanent Adhesive 

DAFCPB8L  10shts  8½"x11" ................ $22.25 

DAFCPB8L  100shts  8½"x11" ............ $127.50 

 

Sparco Laser Printer Transparencies 

Premium quality tranparencies that produce sharp text 

and graphics from most laser printers. Ultra clear with a 

special coating that helps resist jams and buckling. 

SPR01853 50shts  8½" x 11" .................. $16.95 

 

Sparco Colour Inkjet Printer  

Transparencies  

These ultra clear transparencies are specially coated to 

produce crisp text and vibrant graphics. The removable 

strip provides jam free feeding. 

SPR01854  50shts  8½" x 11" ................. $31.95 

 

Toner & Inkjet Cartridges  

 
We carry a large selection of cartridges for your laser and 

inkjet printers and copiers. We supply for leading manu-

facturers including Apple, Canon, Epson, HP, Lexmark 

and Xerox. Given the price variance, please phone for a 

quote on the cartridges you need for your machines.  Spe-

cial discounts for churches and non-profit organizations! 
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DRAFTING SUPPLIES 

 

Drafting Tools 
 

Dusting Brush.    

A 14" brush with PVC bristles and a wooden handle 

 D47/01 ...........................................$5.95 

 

 
Steel Straight Edge.  

A heavy duty tempered stainless steel blade with one bev-

elled edge. The blade is 2" wide by .093 thick. Because of 

it's weight it makes an excellent cutting edge for paper, 

board etc.  

1109-18 18" ....................................$36.50 

1109-24 24" ....................................$43.50 

1109-30 30" ....................................$50.75 

1109-36 36" ....................................$58.50 

1109-42           42” ...................................$64.00 

1109-48 48" ....................................$80.00 

1109-60 60" ....................................$98.50 

1109-72 72" ..................................$117.95 

 

Aluminium Rule Straight Edge 

These quality aluminium rulers feature a steel cutting 

edge along one edge and a non slip rubber back to pre-

vent slipping. Graduated in inches and metric. 

AS07  12" ........................................$9.95 

AS07  18" ......................................$14.95 

AS07  24" ......................................$17.95 

 

Transparent Edge Professional T Square 

Made of selected hardwoods to offer strength and rigidity 

to the blade. The durable see through acrylic edges are 

elevated to prevent smudging and eliminate surface 

scratches. Features include a rust proof five-screw fixed 

plastic moulded head with an ebony black finish. 

D40/60  24" ......................................$16.00 

D40/75  30" ......................................$18.00 

D40/90  36" ......................................$22.00 

D40/105 42" ......................................$25.00 

 

Dividers     

 

 

 

 

Professional 6" friction head dividers. Matte chrome fin-

ish.  

B22-01   ...........................................$14.50 

Proportional Divider  

A professional instrument used for dividing lines or the 

circumference of circles into a number of equal parts and 

for enlarging or reducing lengths in different ratios. It is 

stainless steel and 7 1/2" in length 

#452   ......................................... $175.00 

 

Equal Spacing Divider 6" 

This finely tuned instrument will divide the distance be-

tween the teeth marked 0 into 10 equal parts. Riveted piv-

ot points expand and contract with ease yet maintain pre-

cise settings.  

B26-80     6" Stainless steel ..................... $335.00 

 

Compass Sets 

  
Beam Compass Set    

Set includes 2, 13" aluminium beams, a pen and lead 

holder with spare parts kit.\ 

Each   ........................................... $75.00 

 

Beam Compass    

Aluminum beam bars sold separately as extensions or as a 

set.   

 Single beam bars 13" .................... $18.95 

 Single beam bars 36" .................... $27.00 

 

Mars Masterbow Compass 

Designed for fast and accurate settings. To set compass 

size simply press the buttons on the front of the legs and 

move compass legs apart to desired size. To lock setting 

remove fingers from the button. Use centre wheel for mi-

cro settings. Minimum circle 1/32", maximum circle 13". 

Features two hinged legs. 

 #552  ........................................... $49.00 

 

Mars Masterbow Compass Set   

Comes complete with 1- 6" compass  1- 4" compass 1 ex-

tension bar 1 pen part with handle 1 spare parts box. 

 #551-04 ......................................... $81.00 

 

Jet-Bow Compass Set 

A complete set of all the drawing instruments that a pro-

fessional would ever need. Set contains 1 - 6" compass 1-

41/2" compass, 1- 6"  beam attachment for circles up to 

28". 1 - 6" dividers, 1 mechanical lead holder, 1 centre 

tack and 1 ruling pen. 

 #929 JS.......................................... $85.50 

 

Compass Blades    

Fits most compasses where the lead normally goes. Cuts 

film, paper,  etc. 

 #20 Cylinder shape ....................... $11.95 

 #24F long tapered point ................ $11.95 
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Set Squares 

 

 

 

 

 

Mars Clear Acrylic Plain Edge Set Square 

Length                30
o 
/60

o                                
45

o
 

     4"                      N/A                  $5.50  

     6"                    $5.00                  $6.00 

     8"                    $6.25                  $7.50 

    10"                   $6.95                  $8.95 

    12"                   $8.25                $11.00 

    14"                   $10.95              $15.50 

    16"                   $16.00              $19.95 

    18"                   $17.95                  N/A 

 

Steel Set Square  

Made of indestructible hardened steel with a machined 

edge for graphic arts applications. 

            Length                  30
o 
/60

o       

 
NS360-6   6" ........................... $48.40 

NS360-10 10" ......................... $58.20 

NS360-15 15" ......................... $72.00  

  Length                    45
o
 

NS345-6 6" ........................... $51.50 

NS345-10 10" ......................... $64.50 

NS345-15 15" ......................... $95.50 

 

Adjustable Set Squares 

Made of clear acrylic with a bevelled edge. It consists of a 

45 
o
 base angle and can be adjusted from 0 

o
 - 90 

o
 in 1/2 

o
 

increments. Makes it quick and easy to find angles of all 

sizes. 

D42/20  8" ........................... $24.00 

D42/25  10" ......................... $26.00 

D42/30  12" ......................... $34.00 

Curves 

Flexible Curves  

Features a lead core construction for optimum flexibility. 

Conforms to any shape you require.  

D43/30  12" ........................... $9.95 

D43/40  16" ......................... $11.95 

D43/50  20" ......................... $13.50 

D43/60  24" ......................... $15.95 

 
Protractors    

Constructed of clear plastic with bevel edges and black 

graduations in half degree increments. 

 6" 180
o .........................................................

$7.00 

 6"  360
 o
  ................................  $11.50 

French Curves   

With a double inking edge. 

 Set of 3 .......................................... $14.00 

 

Templates 

 

Pickett  #1201 

Contains circles from 1 1/4" to 3 1/2" 

 1201 I  ........................................... $17.25 

 

Pickett # 1204. 

Contains circles from 1/16" to 3" 

 1204 I  ........................................... $16.25 

 

#1262 Four-In-One Ellipse 

Contains ellipses of 15, 30, 45 and 60 degrees.  Projec-

tions in sizes from 5/16" to 2 1/4" 

 1262 I  ........................................... $24.50 

 

#1225  Small Ellipse Set  

Complete set of 15 templates from 10 to 80 degrees in 5o 

increments. Ellipse sizes range from 1/8" to 2". 

 1225  ......................................... $155.00 

 

#1228 Large Ellipse Set   

Complete set of 15 templates from 10 to 80 degrees in 5 

degree increments. Ellipse sizes range from 2 1/8" to 4" 

 1228  ......................................... $198.00 

 

Drafting Furniture 
 

Chairs & Tables 

 
Global File Buddy   

This handy mobile swivel stool is the comfortable solution 

for filing and other tasks that take you around the office. It 

has a 5" pneumatic lift and is upholstered in black leath-

erette 

 

#1105 20" Diameter x16"x21"H    .......... $185.00 

 

Hon ValuTask Seating 

Moulded polymer seating shell offers sculpted comfort. 

The comfort adjustments include swivel, adjustable back 

height, adjustable seat depth and pneumatic height ad-

justment. Available in Black, Grey, Burgundy and  Blue.  

5831AB-T  ......................................... $175.00 

 

Tacker Drafting Chair     

Enjoy comfort plus quality. Features include waterfall 

style seat with a foot rest, a star base and pneumatic 

height adjustment from 21" to 31".    

 

18" W X 20" D X 41" H. Available in Black. 

 

  5174-954 .......................... $280.00 
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Techmate.     

Solid construction made to withstand the daily grind of a 

busy studio. White base with a White melamine top. As-

sembled.   

  30" x 42" ..........................$345.00 

            36" x 48" ...........................$375.00 

 

Aluminium Pencil Trays     

3660038 38" ......................................$35.00 

3660044 44" ......................................$40.00 

 

Borco Board Cover 

Available in Green/Ivory or Grey/White. 

 30" x 42" .......................................$49.00 

 36" x 48" .......................................$65.00 

 37 1/2" x 60" .................................$82.00 

 

 

Plan Files.  

 
Safco Steel Flat File.  

These 5 and 10 drawer models provide a reliable and safe 

place to store all your valuable graphics. All units are 

modular styled for customized use. Expertly engineered 

for maximum function and precisely built for years of ser-

vice. Choose from either a 6" closed base or a 20" high 

base to bring a single unit up to a convenient working 

height. The 20" base has enclosed back and sides with an 

open front for extra bookshelf space. The colours availa-

ble are Black, Tropic Sand and White. An optional lock is 

available to provide added protection for all your flat 

filed material. 

 

5 Drawer  inside dimensions     

4994  2 1/8" Hx37"Dx26"W .................. $1978.00 

4996  2 1/8" Hx43"Dx32"W .................. $2288.50 

4998  2 1/8" Hx50"Dx38"W .................. $2714.00 

4981  Lock set  .........................................$118.00 

 

10 Drawer 

4986    1 1/8"Hx43"Dx32"W ................. $4053.75 

4983 Lock set .......................................$118.00 

 

Closed Base  

4995  Use with 4994 ................................$345.00 

4997  Use with 4996 ................................$372.60 

4999  Use with 4998 ................................$465.75 

 

High Base 

4975  Use with 4994 ................................$690.00 

4977  Use with 4986 ................................$807.50 

4979  Use with 4998 ................................$845.25 

 

 

Art Rack 

Solid wood core construction with a solid fibre board 

back and tempered hardwood dividers. Outer size is 29"H 

x 36"W x 23 1/3"D (Cabinet can only be used vertically.)  

Art Rack  ......................................... $529.00 

 

Giant Stack Trays 

Constructed of high 

density polyethylene 

with steel reinforce-

ments for ridged sup-

port. Storage trays have a 40lb load capacity and stack up 

to 5 feet high. These trays are White and are packaged 2 

trays per box. Tops are sold separately. 

Inside dimensions 

4897  2"Hx363/8"Wx24 1/4"D ............... $275.00 

4899  2"Hx421/2"Wx321/2"D ................ $329.95 

4896  Top for 4897 .................................. $205.85 

4898  Top for 4899 .................................. $228.85 

 

Lamps 
Combo Lamp  

Accepts both incandescent and fluorescent bulbs (includ-

ed) for the best light distribution. It has a 45" spring bal-

anced arm.  

CL1755B Black................................ $140.00 

CL1755D        White ............................... $140.00 

 

Tensor Swing Arm Lamp with Clamp  

Spring balanced arm with 30” reach.  

Adjustable clamp. Rotary on/off switch. One 60 watt bulb 

required. (Not included). 

17347-001  Black................................. $39.00 

 

Dual Florescent Drafting Lamp    

Provides uniform lighting. Flexible 38”  metal arm  for 

maximum positioning and versatility. Comes with clamp 

and bulbs. 

FL655B Black.................................. $40.00 

FL655D White ............................... $140.00 

 

 

 

Graphic Accessories 

 

Borco Board Cover 

Available in Green/Ivory or Grey/White. 

 30" x 42" ....................................... $49.00 

 36" x 48" ....................................... $65.00 

 37 1/2" x 60" ................................. $82.00 
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Cardboard Easels (Self adhesive) 

 
White single-wing easels. Self adhesive.  25/pkg 

  5" ........................................$10.95

  7" ........................................$11.95 

  9" ........................................$16.25 

  12" ......................................$17.95 

  15" ......................................$24.50 

  18" ......................................$46.50 

  22" ......................................$59.50 

  24" ......................................$66.00 

 

 

 
Aluminium screw post (aka Chicago Screws)  
For binding all papers, catalogue covers, price lists and 

sample books. All post sizes are 3/16" in diameter There 

are 100 posts and screws per box. For smaller packages 

please see page 8. 
 LEO3701L 1/4" ...........................$26.00 

 LEO3703L 1/2" ...........................$27.95 

 LEO3705L 3/4" ...........................$31.50 

 LEO3706L 1" ..............................$33.00 

 LEO3708L 1 1/2" ........................$44.50 

 LEO3710L 2" ..............................$49.95 

 LEO3714L 3" ..............................$98.00 

 

  

Cutting Mats 

Professional quality for all kinds of graphic arts, hobby, 

shop and industrial applications. These self healing cut-

ting mats are 3 mil thick and extra durable. They provide 

a long lasting non glare surface that can be cut again and 

again without showing cut marks or lines. The rubber like 

material helps to prolong the life of the blade. Designed 

for rotary knives and utility knives. 

Green Cutting Mat (one side black) 

54234    9" x 12" ..........................$10.00 

54235  12" x 18" ..........................$17.50 

54236  18" x 24" ..........................$32.00 

54237  24" x 36" ..........................$60.00 

GM3042 30" x 42" ........................$125.50 

GM3648 36" x 48" ........................ $149.00 

GM4060 40" x 60" ........................ $255.00 

GM4080 40" x 80" ........................ $305.00 

GCM4896 48”x 96” .......................... 430.00 

 

Xacto Translucent Cutting Mat.   

For light tables.  

X7765  12" x 18" .......................... $22.00 

X7766  18" x 24" .......................... $34.50 

X7767             24" x 36"  ....................... $65.00 

 

Micrometer  

Full finished frame with decimal equivalents. Used for 

measuring the thickness of paper, film, card stock etc. Sat-

in finish with easy to read graduations. Friction thimble 

for more sensitive pressure. It is fully adjustable for wear 

and has a range of 1" with .001" graduations 

#102   ....................... $68.00 

 
Testrite Light Box   

Designed with constant illumination in mind. These 

5000K colour corrected light boxes offer true light view-

ing. Each unit comes with a heavy duty plexiglass top and 

can also be outfitted with glass on top of the plexiglas to 

allow for cutting of materials. Both of these surfaces are 

held together by full length angle brackets. The conven-

ient folding handle doubles as a tilt stand. Glass is extra 

for these units. 

PC1618CC 16"x18" .......................... $275.00 

PC1824CC 18"x24" .......................... $368.50 

PC2436CC 24"x36" .......................... $646.00 

 

Linen Testers & Loupes 
 

Peak Loupes 

With over 50 years of experience, Peak has become known 

throughout the world for their quality that goes into every 

magnifier. 

 

Loupes 

This series of peak magnifiers covers a tremendous range 

of magnification and fields of view. 

#1960  5X .................................... $24.95 

#1962  15X .................................. $51.00 
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8X Loupe 

The specialty loupe with an extra wide field of view. The 

24 mm x 36mm size covers a picture area of single frames 

of film for a 35mm camera. 

#2018  8 X ...................................$84.50 

 

10X Peak Plalupe 

An inexpensive, well designed all purpose 

magnifier #2032  10X ......................... $22.95 

 

10X Scale Loupe 

This magnifier is perfect for accurate inspection of linear 

dimensions and designs. Features full-focusing 10 power 

optics with four coated elements in a two group achro-

matic 35mm lens system. A clear 360 o plastic base ad-

mits light from all directions. 

 #1983 10X  .......................................$155.00 

 

15X Swing Loupe 

This quality loupe has a 360 o swivel arm that rotates for 

best position. The colour corrected multi-element lens sys-

tem helps provide a perfectly clear image. The weighted 

base gives you stability and hands free use after focusing. 

Comes with a felt lined case. 

#2021-15 15X ................................$149.00 

 

22X  Detail Loupe 

A high grade, powerful magnifier with coated achromatic 

lenses and a 3 component 4 element construction. Comes 

complete with a protective carrying case. 

#1964  22X ..................................$83.50 

  

Linen Tester 

 
This quality linen tester features a optically ground and 

polished lens. Fixed focus and flat folding for easy carry-

ing. It has a black anodized frame in a vinyl pouch. 

#755  1" x 6X .............................$25.95 

 

  
Protective Sprays 

Krylon Crystal Clear ................................$12.05 

Krylon Dulling Spray ..............................$12.00 

Krylon Kamar Varnish ............................$12.00 

Krylon Matte Finish.................................$12.95 

Krylon Workable Fix ...............................$12.00 
 

 

 

OFFICE SUPPLIES 

  

Cork Boards   

A simple and versatile surface that is laminated to a stur-

dy fibre board to provide long lasting service. Pushpins 

ands tacks penetrate the cork easily and hold firmly. This 

board comes with an aluminium frame and hardware for 

hanging  

 

736124  18" x 24" ............................ $24.95 

736231  24" x 36" ............................ $39.95 

736348  36" x 48" ............................ $65.50 

35148  48" x 72" .......................... $169.00 

 

Bubble Wrap  

Lightweight air cushion has more than 900 air pockets 

per square foot. 12" wide roll 

  12"x175' ........................................ $39.50 

 

Jumbo Kraft Envelopes 

WEV C06098 15” x 18” (250)  ............... $215.00 

SPX 7800320 17 1/2”x22 1/2”  

    (100 per pkg)  ...................................... $477.00 

 

Staple Gun - Arrow T50   

The professionals’ choice for a variety of jobs including 

stretching canvas. 

 

 Each  ........................................... $45.00 

 

Staples  

Fits T50 Staple gun. 1250/box 

 5/16"  ............................................. $3.00 

 3/8"  ............................................. $3.50 

 1/2"  ............................................. $3.60 

Kimwipes  

       
 

Soft, gentle, absorbent low-lint wipes for light-

duty tasks. They easily pick up liquid and dust 

without scratching fragile surfaces. Economi-

cal, soft, non-abrasive. Considered safe for use 

on most delicate surfaces. 

 

Large 15"x16.5" (140/box) ...................... $9.20 

Small 4.5"x8.5" (280/box) ....................... $5.95 

See Page 26 for other wipes 
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Rapid Supreme 17 Stapler   

Deluxe all steel body with plastic cap. Takes one full strip 

of staples. Available in Black. .Staples up to 20 shts. 

 20161  .........................................$18.50 

 

White Boards 

Non magnetic melamine dry erase Whiteboard. It features 

an aluminum frame with a snap on tray. Uses dry erase 

markers.  

732123  18" x 24" ..........................$28.50 

732230  24" x 36" ..........................$44.00 

732347  36" x 48" ..........................$72.00 

25146  48" x 72" ........................$175.00 

25148  48" x 96" ........................$224.00 

 

White Board Dry Erase Markers  

Expo 2 Features a speciality formulated ink with no 

odour.  Also available in fine point. 

 83001 Black Chisel .......................$2.69 

 83002 Red Chisel ..........................$2.69 

 83003 Blue Chisel .........................$2.69 

 83004 Green Chisel .......................$2.69 

 

Mailing and Storage Tubes 

A strong round cardboard tube with end cap. 

39” length x3” (.060 thickness) .................$2.80 

46” length x3”  (.125 thickness) .................$5.50 

If you need tubes with specific length and diameter, we 

can have them built for you. Minimum order is 24 tubes. 

 
 

PANTONE PRODUCTS 

Pantone has announced its NEW PLUS Series with 566 

new colours which are now arranged in a new chromatic 

flow while keeping the same colour names and numbers. 

Through a series of colour guides, chip books, and CDs, 

the designer can accurately communicate an exact colour 

scheme with other designers, printers and production 

people. This ensures the precise colours are used from de-

sign, through production and to the final printing of the 

project. 

 

Pantone Colour Bridge Guide 
(Formerly known as the solid to pro-

cess guide.) 

This indispensable guide shows a 

comparison of 1341 solid Pantone 

colours side by side with their clos-

est four colour process match. Both  

coated and uncoated stock. CMYK 

screen tint percentages are listed under each colour. 

GG4103  Single guide coated ................$162.00 

GG4104  Single guide uncoated ............$162.00 

GG4102   Both coated & uncoated  .......$259.00 

 
Pantone Colour Chip Book 
Each book contains 1341 solid colours with six perforated 

chips for each solid colour. This makes it easy to select, 

specify and communicate colour on coated or uncoated 

stock. Attach colour reference chips to artwork and digital 

files to ensure that you get a perfect match every time. 

GP1403 Coated and uncoated  .............. $345.00 

 

 
Pantone Fashion and  Home Colour  Guide 
(Formerly known as the Textile Guide) 

The essential ingredient in creating today's products for 

the fashion, home and interiors market. Contains over 

1900 colours. A precise way to select, specify, control and 

communicate your colour choices. 

FGP120  Colour guide paper edition ..... $245.00 

 

 

Pantone Formula Guides 

The guide for all designers, graphic artists, or anyone 

who needs colour control. This guide contains 1341 col-

ours with ink formulations. Product includes guides for 

both  coated and uncoated stock.  

GP1401 Guide set ................................. $146.00 

 

                     
CMYK Guide 
(Formerly known as the Pantone Process Colour Guide) 

This 4 colour process guide has 2868 colours chromati-

cally arranged with screen tint percentages. Set includes 1 

coated and 1 uncoated guide. 

 GP4101  Two guide set ........................ $136.00 

 

Premium Metallic Guide 

This guide contains 300 chromatically arranged colours 

on coated stock. 

 GG1405  Single guide ............................ $86.00 
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Premium Metallic Chip Book 

300 shimmering chromatically arranged colours on tear 

off chips. Six chips per colour on coated stock. 

GB1405  .......................................$190.00 

 

Pantone Pastels and Neon Guide 

When your design demands softness and subtlety, use this 

set of 154 Pantone pastel colours along with 56 neon col-

ours. Comes on coated and uncoated stock with chromatic 

arrangement. 

 GG1404  .........................................$86.00 

 

Pantone Pastels and Neon Chip Book 

This chip book contains 154 pastel colours with 56 neon 

colours. Each page has 6 tear off chips per colour. Both 

coated and uncoated. 

GB1404  .......................................$190.00 

 

Pantone Essentials Kit 
(Formally known as the Ultimate Survival Kit) 

Six of the most popular guides packaged together in a 

black vinyl carrying case. Kit contains one each of the fol-

lowing guides:  formula guides coated and  uncoated, col-

our bridge coated and uncoated, CMYK coated and un-

coated guides. 

GPG101  .......................................$429.00 

 

Pantone Essentials with Effects Kit 

Nine of the most popular guides packaged together. Kit 

includes everything that the Essentials has plus 1 metallic 

guide and the pastel and neon coated and uncoated guide. 

GPG 004   .................................$540.00 

                           
Pantone Replacement Pages 

Includes solid chips, pastel chips and metallic chips.  

Each page   ...........................................$8.95 

 

 

Pantone Reference Library 

A complete set of graphic col-

our reference books in a spe-

cial stand. Includes formula 

guides coated, uncoated, col-

our bridge coated and uncoat-

ed, CMYK coated and uncoat-

ed, pastels and neon coated 

and uncoated, premium metal-

lic coated, metallic formula guide coated, solid chip books 

coated & uncoated , pastels and neon chip books coated 

and uncoated, premium metallic chips coated and metallic 

chips coated. 

GPC105  ..................................... $1383.00 

Rulers 

 

Acrylic Ruler with Steel Edge  

A professional quality, clear acrylic ruler with  steel edg-

es. Can be used with a knife without the worry of nicking 

the edge of the ruler. Imperial measurement along one 

edge and metric along the other edge.  

R409  12" ................................... $10.95 

R409  16" ................................... $11.95 

R409  24" ................................... $16.95 

 

Acrylic Ruler     

A transparent acrylic ruler with double bevelled edges. 

Metric on one edge and inches on the other edge. 

R405-30 12" ..................................... $3.50  

R405-40 16" ..................................... $6.25 

R405-50 20"  .................................... $8.50 

 

Cork Back Steel Rulers 

A flexible steel ruler with a cork back to provide stability 

on a smooth surface. the thickness of the cork raises it off 

the surface and  eliminates ink blots and smearing. Ideal 

as a cutting edge. It has inches in 16ths on one edge and 

metric on the opposite edge. 

R590-6    6" ....................................... $4.95 

R590-12 12" ..................................... $6.95 

R590-15 15" ..................................... $8.50 

R590-18 18" ..................................... $9.25 

R590-24 24 ..................................... $16.50 

R590-36 36" ................................... $27.50 

 

 

 

 
Safe-T-Cut Rulers   

A no slip rubber back and T-bar construction helps to 

keep art work and fingers protected while cutting, foam-

board, mat board, paper etc. It has inches and metric 

along one side. 

  SE12"..............................  $42.00 

  SE18"............................... $49.00 

  SE24"............................... $61.00 

  SE36"............................... $85.00 

  SE42"............................. $105.00 
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Schaedler Precision Rulers.   
The ruler for design professionals. These are photograph-

ically printed on dimensionally stable translucent .007 

film. They will not tear, stretch or shrink. The flexible sub-

strate permits measuring around curved or irregular ob-

jects. With the hairline calibrations, accuracy is certified 

to better than 1/4000ths of an inch. Available with deci-

mal, imperial, D.T.P., printer points/pica and metric mil-

limetres. 

#46 IM.   12" single.  Inches (64ths) metric, points / picas. 

 Each  .........................................$39.50 

#46 DIP.  12" single.  Inches (100ths), Agates, Picas / 

Points.  Each  .........................................$39.50 

#46 DP.   12"  Set of 2 Scales. Inches (64ths), Metric, 

Points, picas Agates. Each .......................$62.95 

 

 
 

Steel Straight Edge. 

A heavy duty tempered stainless steel blade with one bev-

elled edge. The blade is 2" wide by .093 thick. Because of 

it's weight it makes an excellent cutting edge for paper, 

board etc.  

1109-18 18" ....................................$36.50 

1109-24 24" ....................................$43.50 

1109-30 30" ....................................$50.75 

1109-36 36" ....................................$58.50 

1109-42 42" ....................................$64.00 

1109-48 48" ....................................$80.00 

1109-60 60" ....................................$98.50 

1109-72 72" ..................................$117.95 
 

Gaebel Steel Rulers 
 

#604c Gaebel Steel Ruler 

Inches and metric on the front with picas and lines on the 

back.  Each ...................... $25.50 

 

#604 Gaebel Steel Ruler 

Same as the 604C with inches only on the front, picas and 

lines on the back.  

  Each .................................$25.50 

 

#605 Gaebel Steel Ruler  

This one sided ruler has inches on the top with picas and 

half picas on the bottom. The 12" 18" and 24" have flush 

starts and indented finishes The 36" and 48" have indent-

ed starts and finishes. All rulers are 1 1/4" wide with a 

.032" thickness. 

  12" ................................... $16.50 

  18" ................................... $20.50 

  24" ................................... $23.50 

  36" ................................... $45.95 

  48" ................................... $59.50  

 

#610 Gaebel Steel Ruler 

The front side has inches(16ths) on the top and 100ths 

along the bottom. The back has inches (32nds) on the top 

and inches (64ths) on the bottom. 

  24" ................................... $25.50 

 

#612 Gaebel Steel Ruler 

The front has 6 and 12 point on the top with inches on the 

bottom. The back has 6 and 12 point on the top with ag-

ates on the bottom. 

  12" ................................... $15.50 

  18" ................................... $17.95 

  24" ................................... $24.50 

 

#616A Gaebel Steel Ruler 

The front has inches picas 1/2, 3/4, 5, 7, 8, and 13 point 

and hairline. The back side has 1 1/2, 2, point lines 5 1/2, 

9, 10, 11 points. 

616A  18" ................................... $25.95 

 

#624 Gaebel Steel Ruler 

The front top has inches and picas. The back has inches 

and agates. Also in metric. 

  12" ................................... $21.00 

  18" ................................... $23.50 

  24" ................................... $29.95 

 

 

 

Sharpeners. Erasers 

  
Boston Electric Pencil Sharpener     

Compact styling fits in anywhere. All steel cutter plus 

pencil saver to prevent over sharpening. 

 1800 Putty ................................ $58.95 

 1817 Mineral Grey ................... $58.95 

 1818 Black................................ $58.95 
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Hand Held Pencil Sharperner          
  

 Metal 2 hole .............................. ES20  $2.75 

 

 

Kneaded Erasers 

 

Light grey putty eraser can be 

kneaded into any shape. Use for 

erasing and picking up highlights 

out of charcoal, pastel, chalk and pencil. 

STD 525G20 ..................................... $1.95 

 

  

Mars Eraser 

 

Soft non abrasive composition for 

removing graphite from fine papers 

without marking the surface   

 52650  ............................................... $1.65 

 

                    

Pink Pearl Eraser 

 

The classic soft pencil eraser bev-

elled at both ends    

 #101  .....................  ......................... $0.95 

 

 

Trimmers, Knives,  
Cutters & Blades 

 

Trimmers 

 
Boston Paper Trimmers   

 

The most popular professional trimmer on the market to-

day. Features include a scale across the top and a self 

sharpening blade. 

 

26352 12" Cuts 15 shts. .........................$115.00 

26355 15" Cuts 18 shts. .........................$160.00 

26358 18" Cuts 20 shts. .........................$198.00 

26364 24" Cuts 25 shts ..........................$275.00 

Kutrimmers 
The world’s finist trimmers now available in tabletop 

models. All Kutrimmers feature sturdy all metal construc-

tion and the finest Solingen steel blades which can be re-

sharpened. 

 

Kutrimmer #1134  

Features include a manual clamp, transparent lexan safe-

ty guard with integrated cutting line indicator, precision 

side guides scaled in inches and metric, adjustable back 

gauge, and non-skid rubber feet. 

 Cutting length 13 ¾” 

 Sheet Capacity 25 

 Table size 15”x 12” 

Each Unit  ........................... $295.00 

 

Kutrimmer #1135  

Features include a precision automatic clamp with “easy 

lift” release lever for easy paper removal. Transparent 

lexan safety guard with integrated cutting line indicator, 

precision side guides scaled in inches and metric, adjust-

able back gauge, and non-skid rubber feet. 

 Cutting length 13 ¾” 

 Sheet Capacity 25 

 Table size 15”x 12” 

Each Unit  ........................... $359.00 
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Kutrimmer #1038  

Features include a solid hand clamp independent of blade 

handle, transparent lexan safety guard that automatically 

covers the blade in every position, precision side guides 

scaled in inches and metric, adjustable back gauge, front 

gauge is adjustable using a calibrated rotary knob with 

fine adjustment scale, narrow strip cutting device, folda-

way paper supports on front gauge allow precise cutting 

of lightweight paper stocks. Non-skid rubber feet. 

 Cutting length 14 ¾” 

 Sheet Capacity 50 

 Table size 16”x 14 1/4” 

Each Unit  ...........................$595.00 

 

 

Kutrimmer #1046  

Precision atomatic clamp with “easy lift” release lever 

for easy paper removal. Transparent lexan safety guard 

with integrated cutting line indicator, precision side 

guides scaled in inches and metric, adjustable back 

gauge.  Non-skid rubber feet. 

 Cutting length 18” 

 Sheet Capacity 30 

 Table size 20”x 14” 

Each Unit  ...........................$595.00 

 

 
Kutrimmer #1058  

Features include a solid hand clamp independent of blade 

handle, transparent lexan safety guard that automatically 

covers the blade in every position, precision side guides 

scaled in inches and metric, adjustable back gauge, ad-

justable  front gauge. Narrow strip cutting device, fold 

away paper supports on front gauge allow precise cutting 

of lightweight paper stocks. Non-skid rubber feet. 

 Cutting length 22 1/2” 

 Sheet Capacity 40 

 Table size 24 ¼”x 14 1/4” 

Each Unit  ........................... $995.00 

 

 

                 

Rotatrim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The world’s finest rotary trimmer. What makes the differ-

ence is the unique chromed steel twin guide rails, silent 

glide action with an all metal cutting head and end frame. 

These smooth running professional cutters are designed to 

withstand high volume applications. Fully guaranteed for 

5 years. 

 

M12  12" ................................. $465.00 

M15  15" ................................. $550.00 

M18  18" ................................. $590.00 

M24  24" ................................. $695.00 

M36  36" ................................. $995.00 

M42  42" ............................... $1175.00 

M54  54" ............................... $1295.00 

Replacement blades  .............................. $120.00 
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Knives 

 
Olfa A Knife 

The original snap off blade knife for light duty cutting. 

Takes A, ABB and ABS blades 

A Knife  ...........................................$7.20 

 

 
Olfa XA-1 Knife  

Offers an anti-slip custion comfort grip handle with an 

automatic blade lock. Includes a pocket cap.blade snap-

per. Takes A, ABB and ABS blades. 

 XA-1   ...........................................$8.50 

 

Olfa 300  

Same as the A knife with a positive blade lock. Takes A, 

ABB and ABS blades. 

#300   ...........................................$8.50 

 

 

 

 

Olfa L1 Knife    
For heavy duty cutting. The original OLFA snap-off heavy 

duty cutter features a contured high impact ABS plastic 

handle with a rachet wheel blade locking mechanism. 

Takes L and LBB blades. 

 L1  .........................................$11.20 

 

 
Olfa Snap It ‘n Trap It Knife (DL-1) 

Innovation design and functionality. Developed for pro-

fessionals looking for a convenient way to snap and store 

their snap-off blade segments. Features a convenient de-

tachable built-in blade snapper/disposal container in a 

heavy-duty ABS plastic handle. Storage container holds 

up to 16 blades segments. Takes L and LBB blades. 

 DL-1  .........................................$13.95 

 

Olfa L2 Knife   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Same as L1 with a rubberized grip on the handle for bet-

ter control. Takes L and LBB blades. 

 L2  .........................................$12.50 

Olfa SL1 Knife    

A heavy duty economy knife with a positive blade lock. 

Accepts L and LBB blades.. 

 SL1  ........................................... $6.95 

 

Olfa H-1 Knife     

For those extra tough cutting jobs. This knife has a bigger 

handle with a rubberized grip for better control. It houses 

a wider and thicker blade for smooth  accurate cuts. 

Takes HB, HBB blades. 

 H-1  ......................................... $17.50 

 

 
Alvin Heavy Duty Utility Knife     

This zinc alloy knife has a rubber grip and finger notches 

shaped in the handle to give you better control when cut-

ting board.  It also includes a locking mechanism which 

allows the blade to be locked at any length. Takes OLFA L 

and LBB blades. 

 SN23C...............................................  $9.95 

 

 

 
Olfa Art Knife 
A small precision knife with a round grooved handle for a 

better grip and more control. Ideal for intricate designs. 

Takes KB blades. 

 AK-1/5B ....................................... $7.20 

 

Olfa XL2 Knife 

New from Olfa, extra length heavy duty cutter. The extra 

long handle gives  you the ability to cut further from the 

edge of the table providing you with a longer reach The 

overall length of the cutter is 9". Takes L and LBB blades. 

 XL2  ......................................... $25.00 

 

 
Olfa Carton Cutter  

Complete with built in guide for cutting along edge of car-

tons. Can also be used along edge of cutting table to keep 

artwork square.   Takes L and LBB blades 

 OLFA CL  #9021 ........................ $13.95   
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Olfa Circle Cutter 

A quality circle cutter that can cut circles from 1/2" up to 

6" in diameter. Easily cuts paper, cardboard, acetate, 

plastic and film. 

 CMP-1 .........................................$11.50 

 

 
Olfa Heavy Duty Circle Cutter 

This heavy duty cutter cuts circles from 3" to 12" in diam-

eter. Blade depth is easily adjusted for a variety of mate-

rials. Easily cuts paper, corrugate, film, acetate, vinyl, li-

noleum, rubber and leather. Uses Olfa L and  LBB  

blades.  

 CMP-2 .........................................$53.50 

 

 

Olfa Rotary  Cutter 

             
Excellent for cutting paper, vinyl, film etc. Cuts cleanly 

and smoothly. 28 mm blade. 

 RTY-1/G .....................................$18.50 

 RB28-2  Spare blades (2pack) .....$10.50 

 

 

Xacto #1 Knife          

A precision knife for fine detail. Features include an alu-

minum handle and safety cap. Takes Xacto #11 blades. 

 X3001 #1 Knife .............................$4.50 

 

 

 

 

Xacto #1 Retractable Knife 

Same excellent precision knife as the #1Knife but with a 

retractable feature. Keeps it safe for handling and storing.  

Takes#11 Xacto blades. 

 X3204  ...........................................$9.50 

          

 

Xacto Gripster 

                

 
This is a #1 knife with a rubberized handle and safety cap. 

Available in Red, Blue and Black. Takes Xacto #11 

blades. 

 X3628  ........................................... $7.85 

          

 
Xacto 2000 Precision Knife    

A contoured rubber handle helps give this quality instru-

ment perfect balance and control. Available in Black, 

Blue, Teal and Cranberry. Safety cap included. Takes 

Xacto #11 blades. 

 #X3728 ......................................... $9.20 

   

 
Xacto 9RX Retractable Knife 

Pen style knife with a retractable blade. For cutting light-

weight materials. 

 X3209  ......................................... $18.00 

 9RX blades pack of 5 .................. $10.80 

 

 

 

Xacto Swivel Knife 

 
A  precision knife with a blade that rotates 360 for cutting 

circles and curves and fine detail. Cuts lightweight mate-

rial such as tissue paper, bond paper and film. 

X3241 Swivel Knife ................................ $11.50 

X Swivel Blades (Pkg. of 2) .....................  $4.50 
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Rabbit Cutter 

A very unique and indispensable tool for model builders 

and display builders. Designed to make perfect 90 degree 

corners and eliminate the exposure of foam in the final as-

sembly of prototype models. for use on all types of 3/16" 

foamboard. 

 RB316  .........................................$22.50 

 

 
Swan Morton Scalpel Handle 

The ultra sharp knife for doing intricate designs.

 0803  ...........................................$9.20 

 

Zippy Cutter. 

A safe all purpose cutter for paper, cloth, film.  

  K353  ...........................................$6.00 

 R53B Blades. (Pkg of 12) ............$3.95 

 

 
Fiskars Fingertip Knife 

The loop in the handle of the knife slides over your finger 

giving you better control. 

 #1263057097 ..................................... $7.50 

 

Fiskars Retractable Fingertip Knife 

The loop in the handle of the knife slides over your finger 

giving you better control. But this item features a re-

tractable blade. 

 #01005318 ......................................... $14.50 

 

  
Foamboard Cutter 

X-ACTO foamboard cutter, foam core knife is ideal for 

cutting mat, foam board, and foam core up to 1/2" thick. 

The flat support base makes clean 90° cuts and a snap on 

attachment gives bevelled angles. Standard X-ACTO 8R 

blade is always visible, easy to change. Adjusts up to 

9/16". Includes 2 blades. 

 X7747  .........................................$19.95 

Blades 

 

 
Olfa A Blades  10 Pack ............................. $6.05 

 

AB50  Bulk Pack 50 ................... $23.25 

 

Olfa L Blades  10 Pack ............................. $7.95 

          Bulk Pack 50 ................... $30.75 

 

 
Olfa H Blades  

HB5B   5 Pack ................................ $8.50 

HB20B  20 Pack ............................ $28.95 

 

OLFA Carbon Steel Blades 

** Now 25% Sharper ** 

Designed for maximum cutting performance and ideal for 

applications where superior sharpness is required. These 

blades are made from high quality carbon tool steel and 

are developed using a special double honing process. The 

blades are considered to be 25% sharper than the Olfa A, 

L and H blades! 

ABB for Olfa A knife  10 pack ................. $7.00 

               50 pack ............... $26.50 

LBB for Olfa L knife  10 pack .................. $9.00 

               50 pack ............... $34.95 

HBB for Olfa H knife  20 pack ............... $33.10 

Olfa Blades for the Art Knife 

KB  25 Pack .............................. $6.00 

 

 
Xacto #11 Blade 

X611  Bulk Pack 100 ................. $39.00 

X511  Bulk Pack 500 ............... $189.00 

 

Xacto Utility Blades 

X292   5 pack ................................ $4.50 

X692  100 pack .......................... $46.00 
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Single Edge Razor Blades  

 

X670  100 pack ...........................$34.50 

 

Swan Morton Scalpel Blades Non-sterile 

 

0103-11 100 per pack .....................$38.00 

 

 

         
Swan Morton Scalpel Blades  

 

Sterile stainless steel. Stays sharp longer 

 

100 per box.  0303-1 ..............................$48.00 

 

 

 
Safety Blade Disposal Case   

 

The safe and easy way to dispose of your old Xacto or Ol-

fa blades. Takes all Olfa, Xacto and Scalpel blades. 

 

DC-4   ............................... ………$6.95 

 

Scissors 

 

8” Scissors 

 
Top Quality all purpose steel scissors. 

Black enamelled handles. 

 

51108  8” .....................................$21.00 

 

4” Scissors 

 
Ideal for detail work and tricky 

cuts. These compact scissors feature 

straight precision-ground blades for 

making sharp smooth cuts on a variety 

of materials. 

 

SE100  4” .......................................$8.25 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Instruments 

 

PENS and MARKERS 
 

 
Lumocolour Permanent Markers  

A universal pen for use on overhead film and almost all 

surfaces such as glass, plastic, metal, porcelain, wood etc. 

Dries instantly. Available in Black, Red, Blue and Green. 

Sizes available super fine 313, fine 318, medium 317, 

broad 314. 

 Each  ........................................... $2.45 

 Set of 4 .......................................... $9.75 

 

Pentel Sign Pens  

The original sign pen is still popular with graphic artists.  

 S520-A Black ................................ $2.15 

 S520-B  Red .................................. $2.15 

 S520-C Blue .................................. $2.15 

  

Pigma Pen     

Black, permanent ink. Smooth writing consistent line 

widths  

SXDK005-49 .005Black ........................... $4.95 

SXDK01-49 .01Black............................. $4.95 

SXDK03-49 .03Black............................. $4.95 

SXDK05-49 .05Black............................. $4.95 

Dixon Markette   

A permanent marker for every day use. Available in point-

ed  or chisel tip. Black only. 

#680 Chisel Tip...................................... $3.95 

#690 Fine Tip ......................................... $3.95 

 

Prismacolour Markers 

Markers. Each . ........................................... $5.95  

Sets of 12  ........................................... $65.00 

 

 
Pilot DR Drawing Pens  

Produces sharp clean lines. Black permanent ink.   

P304 .01 Black ....................................... $3.95 

P328 .03 Black ....................................... $3.95 

P335 .05 Black ....................................... $3.95 
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Pilot Fineliners   
Water soluble ink. Available in Black, Red, Blue and 

Green. 

 SWPP  .............................................$2.25 

 

Pilot Hi-Techpoint V5  

Smooth flowing water soluble ink with a carbide tip 
 

BXV5BK Black ..................................$3.95 
 

 

Stylist Pens    

Extra fine tip with smooth flowing ink.   
 

59150  Black ....................................$2.05 
 

 

 
Sanford Sharpie    
 

Writes on almost anything. Quick drying, permanent and 

non toxic. Fine point.  
  

30001  Black ....................................$1.80 

30002  Red .......................................$1.80 

30003  Blue ......................................$1.80 
 

 

Sharpie Pocket Accent 
 

Pocket style with cap and clip. It has a fine chisel tip for 

highliting narrow lines of text. Available in 3 fluorescent 

colours. 
 

27006  Orange..................................$1.30 

27026  Green ...................................$1.30 

27025  Yellow..................................$1.30 

 
Sanford Twin Sharpie 
 

One pen with two points. Same great features as the regu-

lar Sharpie but with the added advantage of a fine point 

and a ultra fine point in the same pen. 
 

32001  Black ....................................$3.40 

32002  Red .......................................$3.40 

32003  Blue ......................................$3.40 
 

China Markers    

 
Marks on any non-porous surface (Plastic, Glass etc.) 

Black., Red, Blue, White, Brown, Yellow, Green and  

Orange  

  

 Each ..................................................$1.49 

Bic Four Colour Ball Point Pens 

This pen has four separate colour refills that are retracta-

ble when not in use. It has the convenience of using any 

one of four colours at the click of your finger. Black, Red, 

Blue, Green.  MMP 11............................... $4.15 

 

Uniball Micro Pens   

Extra fine .0.5 mm rolling ball pen with easy flow ink. 

Available in four colours. 

60151  Black.................................... $2.19 

60152  Red ...................................... $2.19 

60153  Blue ..................................... $2.19 

60154  Green ................................... $2.19 

 

PENCILS 
 

All-Stabilo Pencils  

 
Writes on smooth non porous surfaces  such as glass, 

plastic metal etc. Available in Black, Red, Blue, Green, 

Graphite and White.  

  Each ..................................... $2.89 

 

Berol Mirado Classic Pencil    

An old standard to the graphic arts industry for quality 

and dependability.  Available in HB, H, 2H 

  Each ..................................... $0.59 

 

 

 

Prismacolour Verithin Colouring Pencils    
Available in over 20 brilliant erasable colours giving you 

the sharpest point for the finest detail    

  Each ..................................... $1.15 

  Sets of 12 ........................... $13.50 

  Sets of 24 ........................... $25.95 

  Sets of 36 ........................... $35.50 
 

Sanford Turquoise Pencils 

A quality pure graphite lead core. Excellent for use on 

paper or vellum. 

#375.   HB, 2B, 3B, H, 2H, 3H 

  Each ..................................... $1.65 
 

 
Dixon Enviro Pencil 

An environmentally safe choice. All natural wood finish, a 

degradable eraser and a quality graphite core. Certified 

non-toxic  

DIX96201 HB (box of 12) .................... $3.29 

 

Lumograph Pencils   

High quality pencils with maximum point strength.   

5B, 4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB, H, 2H, 3H, 4H, 5H.  

 #100  ............................................. $2.20  
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Prismacolour Pencils 

These are a thick lead pencil suitable for all art work. 

They are water proof, light resistant and unmatched for 

there intensity. 

  Each .....................................$1.99 

  Set of 12 .............................$23.95 

  Set of 24 .............................$48.00 

  Set of 72 ...........................$145.00 

  

 

Pentel Leads 

Patented manufacturing process gives this lead greater 

strength and a darker line with minimal breakage. 12/pkg 

Pen300   .03mm HB ....................................$3.65 

PenC505.05mm  HB ,2B, 3B, H, 2H, 3H.. ..$2.45 

Pen50     .07mm  HB, 2B, 3B, H, 2H, 3H ....$2.95 
 

 
 

Sanford Turquoise Leads 2mm 

Black graphite, smooth consistent lay down for crisp, 

clean lines without smearing. 12 leads per pack. HB ,2B, 

3B, H, 2H, 3H 

  #2375 ...............................$16.50 

 

Staedtler Lead Holder  

This is a sturdy, balanced construction lead holder with a 

textured aluminum lower grip and a pocket clip. Holds 

2mm leads.  #780BK ............................$11.95 

 

Alvin Tech-Matic 

Features a rugged plastic barrow with stainless steel fin-

ger grip and pocket clip. Spring loaded lead feed advanc-

es the lead 1/8” with each click. Uses 2mm leads. 

T4   ......................................... $10.95 

 

Alvin Pro-Matic 

Precision 2mm lead holder with 4 way vice grip jaw and 

spring loaded lead release. The rugged metal barrow has 

a knurled finger grip and a rotating lead degree window. 

AC5   ......................................... $13.50 

 

Sanford Turquoise Lead holder.  

A well balanced lead holder with push button lead ad-

vance. Features include a knurled metal grip with a pock-

et clip. Holds 2mm leads. 

San 02022  ........................................... $9.95 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See our web site for our full 

line of office products online. 

Or ask Ken for the catalog.  

www.linesandcurves.com  

http://www.linesandcurves.com/
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A 
Acetate  Pads                                27 

                        Rolls, Sheets              33 

Acrylic Colour  34,35 

Acrylic Rulers  47 

Adhesives       Rolls  1,2,3,4 

                        Liquid  1 

                        Rubber Cement 1 

                        Spray  1 

                        Tape  1,2,3 

  Wheat Starch 6 

  Rice Starch 6 

 Methyl Cellulose 6 

 White neutral pH 6 

Album Perma/Dur 13 

Aluminum Screw Post  8, 44 

Archival Boxes Drop Front 22 

 Short Lid 23 

Art Projectors  28 

Artists Tape     Hinging Paper 9 

                         Hinging Tissue 9 

   Gummed Paper 9 

   Musuem Mounting 9 

Artist Wood Sketch Boxes                      35 

Artograph  28 

Audio Visual Supplies  28,54 

Awl  Light Duty 7 

 Medium Duty 7 

 Heavy Duty 7 

 Extra Heavy Duty 7 

 

B 
Ball Point Pens  55 

Beam Compass  41 

Beeswax  8 

Best Test One Coat Rubber Cement 1 

Biodegradable foamboard                     32 

Binders Board  7 

Binding machines  30,31 

Binding Material Thread 7 

 Tape 7 

 Super 7 

Binding supplies  30,31 

Blade Disposal  54 

Black masking tape  3 

Blades             Compass  41 

                        Olfa  53 

                        Scalpel                           54 

                        Xacto  53 

Blu-Ray Discs  37 

 

Board              Foamboard (FB) 32 

                        Gator Board 33 

                        Mat  33 

                        Self-adhesive FB 33 

Borco Cover  43 

Bone Folders  7,36 

Bone Scorer  7 

Bone Clasps  8 

Bondfast Glue  1 

Bookcloth  12 

Book Repair Procedures 8 

Bookbinding Needles 7 

Boston Trimmers                                   49 

BoxBinder 21 

Brush Cleaner                                               36 

Brush Washer                          36 

Brushes   33,34   

Bubble Wrap   45 

Burnishers   36 

Boxes                  21,22,23,24 

 

C 
Cabinets                 Plan Files 43 

Cardboard easels  15,29,44 

Cardboard Tubes  46 

CDs  36,37 

CD Media Storage  37 

CD Mailers  12,37 

CD Pockets  12,37 

CD Sleeves  12,37 

CD Storage Boxes  21 

Canvas                  Panels 36 

                              Stretched 36 

Chairs  42 

Chicago screws  8,44 

China Markers  55 

Cleaning Pad and Powder 8 

Clearprint             Tracing Rolls 28 

                             Tracing Pads 27 

                             Tracing Sheets 27 

Circle Cutters  41,52 

Clothe Tape  3,10 

Colour wheel  35 

Compasses  41 

Compressed Air  37 

Contact Cement  1 

Copy Paper  38 

Cork Back Rulers  47 

Cork Boards  45 

Coverstock  28 

Cutting Mats  44 

 

D 
Dispensers Tape        45 

Dividers  41 

Double Sided Tape  1,2 

Drafting Furniture  42,43 

Drafting Tables  43 

Dry Erase Marker  46 

Dulling Spray  36,45 
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Dusting Brush  41 

DVDs  37 

 

E 
Easels – Cardboard  29,44 

Easels Single Wing 15 

 Double Wing 15 

Easel Display Binder  30 

Easel Pad  15 

Edinborough Mounting Board 18 

Envelopes  20,45 

Envelopes Glassine 26 

Epson paper  39,40 

Equal Spacing Dividers 41 

Erasers           49 

 

F 
Felt Marker Pens  28,54,55 

Film Laser/Inkjet  40 

Folio Storage Boxes  23,24 

Frame Backing Paper  10 

 Tyvek 10 

French Curves  42  

Film Storage Sleeves  25,26 

Flexible Curves  42 

Frame Sealing I-Film 11 

 Tape 11 

 Volara 11 

Foam Board    18,19,32,33 

Foamfast hangers  33 

Foamboard Cutter  33,53 

French Curve  42 

Foam Tape  2 
 

 
 

G 
Gaebel Steel Rulers  48 

Gator Board  33 

Generix Pro-Cleaner 26 

 Pro-Pads 26 

 Pro-Duster 26 

Genus Covers  13 

Giant Stacking Trays  43 

Glassine Envelopes  26 

Glassine Rolls  24,26 

Gloves Darkroom 26 

Glue             Dots 3 

                   Liquid 1 

                     Rubber Cement 1 

Glue Brushes   6 

                     Spray 1 

Grip-A- Strip  29 

 
 

H 
Headbands Silk 7 

Herbarium Sheet Protectors 13 

 Mounting Paper 13 

Hinging Paper Hayaku Gummed  9

  

Hinging Tape Gummed Paper 9 

 Gummed Linen 9 

 Self-Adhesive Linen 9 

 Abaca.sa Paper 9 

 Hinging tape 9 

Hinging Tissue Self-Adhesive 9 

Holders Label 24 

 

I 
Ink Jet Paper  38,39,40 

Inkjet Cartridges  40 

Inserts   30 

 

J 
Jewel Cases (for CDs, DVDs, etc) 12,36,37 

Job Jackets Vinyl 16 

 Polypropylene 16 

 

K 
Kensington Mounting Board 17,18 

Kimwipes  45 

Kneaded Erasers  49 

Knives  51,52,53 

Kraft Envelopes  45 

Kraft Paper  28 

Krylon Protective Sprays 36,45 

 

L 
L-Pins  19 

L-Velopes Polyester 14 

Label holders  24 

Lamps  43 

Laser Printer Paper   38,39,40 

Laser Printer Film  40 

Lead Holders  56 

Leads  56 

LePages          Bondfast Glue 1 

Leather Preservative  11 

Letramax boards  32 

Light Boxes  44 

Linen Tester  44,45 

Loupes  44,45 

Lucite Roller  36 

Lumocolour Pens  28,54 
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M 
Magic Mending Tape  2 

Mailing Tubes  46 

Marker Pads  27 

Markers                      Fineliners 55 

                                   Prismacolour 55,56 

Masking Tape  3 

Mat Boards  17,18,33 

Mechanical Pencils   55 

Mediatac   3 

Mending Tape                            2,3,10 

Methyl Cellulose   6 

Micro Spatula   7 

Micrometer   44 

Mounting Boards  13,17,18,32 

Mounting Corners Paper  20 

 Polypropylene  19 

 Polyester  19 

 Self-Folding  20 

Mounting Sleeves   20 

Mounting Strips See-Thru  19 

 Stamp/Art  20 

Museum Boxes   21 

Museum Mounting Kit  9 

 

N 
Needles Bookbinding  7 

Newsprint  Pads, Sheets  27 

 

O 
Office Supplies  45,46 

Oil Paints   33 

Olfa Blades   53 

Olfa Knives  51,52 

  

P 
Packaging Tape   3 

Packaging Tape Gun   5 

Padding Compound   8 

Pads  27 

Pantone Guides  46,47 

Paper                  Epson  39.40 

                           Inkjet                  38,39,40 

                           Kraft   28 

                           Laser  38,39,40 

                           Photocopy 38,39,40 

                           Water colour  34 

   Japanese Assorted  9 

   Frame backing  10 

Paper Clips   16 

Paper Gauge   44 

Paper Trimmers  49,50,51,52,53 

Peake Loupe  44,45 

Pens  Ballpoint  55 

Pencils                Coloured 55,56 

                            Graphite  55 

Pencil Sharpeners Manual/Electric 48,49 

Pencil Tray   43 

Pentel Pens   54 

Perma/Dur CD/DVD Album  13 

pH Testing Pen   8 

Photocopy Paper  38,39,40 

Photomount Adhesive  1 

Photo mounting corners 19. 20 

Photo tabs  19 

Photo Sheets/Bags  13,14,20 

Photo Box Removable Lid 21 

 Hinged Lid 21 

Photo Postcards  20 

Photo Retouching pens 20 

Plan Files  43 

Pockets Angle Flap 12 

 Adhesive backing 12 

 Literature 13 

Polyester               Rolls, Sheets 33 

Portfolios  29 

Presentation Cases  29 

Presentation Covers  30,31 

Print Protectors  29 

Print Sleeves  14 

Prismacolour Markers  54,55 

Projectors  28 

Proportional Dividers  41

  

Protective Sprays  36,45 

Protractors  42 

 

R 
Razor Blades  54 

Refill pages                                           30 

Retouching Pens  20 

Rollers  Lucite 36 

Rotary Cutter  52 

Rotary Trimmer  50 

Rubber Cement  1 

Rubber Cement Pickups 1 

Rulers  47,48 

 

S 
Safe-T-Cut Rulers  47 

Scalpel Blades  54 

Scalpel Knife  53 

Schaedler Rulers  48 

Scissors  54 

Scoring Machine  31 

Screen Cleaner  37 

Screw Posts  8,44 

Set Squares  42 

Sharpeners Pencil 48,49 

Sharpie  55 
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Showcard Easels  15,29,44 

Sign Board  15 

Sketch Box  35 

Sketch Books  28 

Sleeves Print 14 

Slide Storage Boxes  22 

Spraymount  1 

Staedtler Lumocolour Pens 28,54 

Species folders  13 

Stag Blanks (Springhill) 32 

Staple Gun  45 

Staplers  46 

Staples  45 

Steel Rulers  47,48 

Storage Boexs Drop Front 22 

 Short Lid 23 

 Folio 23 

 Oversized 21 

 CD 21 

 Archival Slide 22 

 Greeting Card 22 

Storage Sleeves  25,26 

Storage System 8-CD 13 

Storage Tubes  46 

Storage Enclosures  13 

Straight Edges  41,48 

Stretched Canvas  36 

Super 77 Adhesive  1 

Super Bookbinding Cloth                               7  

Swan Morton  Blades 54 

 Knives 53 

 

T 
Tables                        Drafting 42,43 

Table Top Light Boxes 44 

Tape Dispensers  4,5 

Tapes  1,2,3 

Tape Frame Seal 11 

 Tyvek 11 

 Volara 11 

 I-Film 11 

 Book Repair 8,10 

 Quick Bind 8 

Templates  42 

Thermal Binding Covers 31 

Thermal Binding  Machines 31 

Tissue Paper  27 

Tissue Unbuffered 24 

 Buffered 24 

Toner Cartridges  40 

Tracing Paper              Pads 27 

 Sheets 27 

 Rolls 38 

Transparencies  40 

Transparent Paper  24 

Trimmers  49,50 

T-Squares  41 

Tubes  Mailing 46 

V 
Velcro  4 

Vinyl Inserts (PVC)  30 

 

W 
Water Colour Paper Sheets 36 

Water Colour Slants  35 

Water Colour Tubes  34 

Weights Steel Shot 8 

 Sealed Brick 8 

 Fabric Bag 8 

Wheat Starch                                    6 

White Board  46 

White Board Markers  46 

White Paper Tape  3 

Winsor Newton Brushes 34 

 Oils 34 

Wipes  26,45 

  

X 
Xacto   Blades 53 

  Knives 52 

Xyron Finishing System                        4 

Xyron Supplies   Adhesives 4 

   Lamination 4 
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